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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Selective Oxidation Reactions 
Selective oxidation reactions catalyzed by the surfaces of transition-
metal oxides are some of the most widely applied processes for converting 
hydrocarbons into valuable products or intermediates. Selective oxidation 
catalysts provide a limited amount of oxygen to the hydrocarbon, allowing 
the formation of the desired product but preventing complete combustion. 
Some of the most important industrial selective oxidation catalysts are 
listed in Table 1 (1). 
Selective oxidation catalysts must be both highly active and selec­
tive, The activity of the catalyst refers to the ability to increase the 
rate of oxidation; selectivity is the property responsible for increasing 
the rate of formation of the desired product while suppressing the rate 
of formation of any undesired products. The role of catalysis in selec­
tive oxidation reactions can be discussed in terms of the type of inter­
mediate complex formed between the reacting molecule and the group of atoms 
at the surface of the solid, i.e., the active center. Upon interaction 
with such active centers, the electronic structure of the reacting molecule 
is modified, resulting in the rearrangement of chemical bonds and trans­
formation of the molecule. 
The reaction path involved in selective oxidation can be considered 
to be a series of consecutive steps, each of which consists of one 
elementary transformation of the reacting molecule and formation of a 
different intermediate complex. In the case of catalytic oxidation of 
olefins, Haber and Witko (2) have suggested that the following steps 
Table 1. Industrial selective oxidation processes (1) 
Reaction Catalyst Reactor 
L i •*" f °2 + 2 CO^ + 2 H^O 
CH, 
CH. 
+ 3 0^  + ll^^O + 3 H,0 
O 
q HC-^ X^ 
(I + Y °2 II / + 2 CO2 + 2 HgO 
CH^ OH + Y Og HCHO + H^ O 
0 
1 /\ 
H^ C-CH^  + Y Og H^ C-CH^  
Supported 
Supported 
Supported + MoO^  
Fe^ (MoO^ )^  + MoO^  
or unsupported Ag 
Supported Ag 
Fluldlzed bed 
Fluldlzed or fixed 
bed 
.Fixed bed 
Fixed bed 
Fixed bed 
HgC=CHCHO + -f O2 HgC=CHC02H Mixed molybdates Fixed bed 
HgC=CHCH^  + Y 0^  H^ C-CHCOgH Mixed molybdates Fixed bed 
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are illustrative of the role of catalysis in selective oxidation. First, 
the olefin molecule is activated by abstraction of a-hydrogen and formation 
of ir-bonded allylic species on cationic active center. In the case of 
such catalysts as molybdates and tungstates, these active centers are 
cations such as Bi^ "*", Co^ "^  and Ni^ "^  which have polyhedrally coordinated 
oxygen atoms surrounding them. For the insertion of oxygen, different 
active centers at the catalyst surface are required. The oxygen poly-
hedra of molybdenum and tungsten provide these centers on which the allylic 
species transform into allyl species a-bonded to lattice oxygen. These 
species may then be desorbed as aldehydes, leaving an oxygen vacancy on 
the surface of the catalyst. A nucleophilic attack of oxygen on the 
allylic species becomes possible when a positive charge appears on its 
terminal carbon atoms. A third type of active center is involved in the 
insertion of a second oxygen atom into the hydrocarbon molecule, resulting 
in the formation of a carboxylate intermediate complex, which is then 
desorbed as an acid. 
The actual mechanism for many catalytic oxidation reactions is not 
thoroughly understood, and there are different intermediate steps suggested 
by different authors (3-8). Using bismuth molybdate as an example, Schuit 
(9) discussed the role of catalysis from a different point of view and 
suggested a different "job distribution" in which the Mo^ "^  cation is 
responsible for the formation of the allylic intermediate and the oxidation 
3+ 
of the hydrocarbon molecules, and Bi is responsible for reoxidation of 
the catalyst surface. 
Various kinetic studies of the mechanisms of selective oxidation 
reactions have appeared in the literature and have been reviewed by several 
authors (10-14). The mechanisms proposed for these selective oxidation 
reactions can be summarized in the following three categories : 
1) Redox mechanism The transformations which occur when a hydro­
carbon reduces the catalyst and then oxygen in the feed reoxidizes the 
catalyst are collectively known as the redox mechanism. This mechanism 
was first suggested by Mars and van Krevelen (15) in 1954. This process 
can be schematized as follows: 
* Reduction of the catalyst by the hydrocarbon molecule; 
GCgas : 
HC , + CAT -> HC-0 , + CAT , 
ads ox ads red 
HC-0 , ->• HC-0 
ads gas 
* Oxidation of the reduced catalyst by oxygen in feed; 
" °ads 
CAT , + 0 , -> CAT 
red ads ox 
where CAT^  ^and CAT^ ^^  are the oxidized and reduced catalyst, respectively 
and HC is a hydrocarbon molecule. This mechanism has been tested directly 
on the basis of data obtained by pulse microreactors in which stage 1 and 
2 were separated (16, 17). 
Batist et al. (18) has attempted to add more detail to the Mars-
van Krevelen mechanism and has proposed the following mechanism for the 
catalytic oxidation of 1-butene to 1,3-butadiene over both bismuth 
molybdate and molybdenum(VI) oxide. 
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C^ Hg + • + 0^ " î C^ H^ " + oh" (1) 
Mo^  + C^ H^ ' -> (Mo=C^ H^ )^ "^  (2) 
(Mo=C^ H^ )^ '^  + 0^ " ^  Mo^ "^  + • + OH" + C^ Hg (3) 
2 OH" Î 0^ ~ + • + HgO (4) 
i I *^4* 2 6"}" 
O2 + 2 •+ 2 Mo + 2 0 + 2 Mo 
where Q donates an anion vacancy and (Mo=C^ H^ )^ "'" represents a TT-allyl 
Ô't' — 
complex of Mo and the allyl carbanion (C^ H^  ). The kinetics of the 
reaction were reported to be first order in 1-butene and zero order in 
oxygen leading to the conclusion that reduction (steps 1 to 3) is rate 
determining and that reoxidation (step 5) is comparatively fast. 
2) Langmuir-Hlnshelwood mechanism According to the Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism, the substance to be oxidized and oxygen react 
together in the adsorbed state. Adams (19) postulated a mechanism for the 
oxidation of 1-butene to butadiene over bismuth molybdate catalysts which 
involved the initial adsorption of oxygen on the catalyst surface before 
reaction: 
02(g) 2 O(ads) 
H2C=CH-CH2-CH^  + O(ads) -> H2C^ H=CH-CH^  + OH (ads) 
H2C=CH:=CH-CHg + O(ads) + H^ C^ H-CH^ CHg + OH (ads) 
It now appears that this scheme is an over-simplification for oxidation 
of 1-butene to butadiene (20). 
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3) Mechanism attributed to acid-base characteristics of the catalyst 
There have been attempts to account for the selective oxidation processes 
in terms of acid-base properties of the catalyst (7, 21, 22). Ai (7) has 
studied the production of furan by oxidation of butadiene using heteropoly 
compounds, such as 12-molybdophosphoric acid. He argues that 
12-molybdophosphoric acid, much like MoO^ -P^ O^  and Mo^ -P^ O^  mixed oxide 
catalysts is strongly acidic and has a strong affinity for basic compounds 
such as butadiene and furan, whereas it has little affinity for acidic 
compounds, such as maleic anhydride. Accordingly, the catalyst is active 
for butadiene and furan, but, inactive for maleic anhydride, preventing 
its further oxidation. Although there are several articles in the 
literature which refer to this mechanism, it is very difficult to classify 
selective oxidation catalysts as acidic or basic. 
Many proposed mechanisms appearing in the literature have features 
in common with one or more of the above categories. Due to the difficulty 
of finding a mechanism which would account for all the selective oxidation 
reactions—which vary from each other considerably—one needs to consider 
each mechanism in the scope of the reaction for which it is proposed. 
In catalytic oxidation reactions, selectivity and activity are 
strongly dependent upon reaction conditions. Reactor design is crucially 
important since oxidation reactions are highly exothermic. An important 
design constraint is that hot spots that can result in explosion and/or 
catalyst deactivation must be avoided. The hydrocarbon concentration must 
also be chosen to avoid composition ranges that can cause explosion. 
The catalyst preparation techniques have a direct effect on the 
structure, composition and surface properties of the catalyst. The 
7 
activity and selectivity of the catalyst, on the other hand, are strongly 
dependent upon its structure, composition and surface properties. Catalyst 
synthesis experiments, combined with the use of characterization tech­
niques , can reveal a wealth of information about the effect of synthesis 
parameters on the characteristics of the catalyst and its catalytic 
behavior. 
Production of Maleic Anhydride 
Maleic anhydride is an important intermediate in many industrial 
processes such as production of tetrahydrofuran, maleic acid, fumaric 
acid, food additives, agricultural chemicals, and lubricating oil additives. 
The production rate of maleic anhydride in the U.S. has increased tremen­
dously, doubling every six years from 1940 to 1975 (23). 
Previously, benzene has been the most widely used feedstock for 
maleic anhydride production. There are several different catalysts that 
are used for these processes and almost all of them contain (23, 24, 
25). 
Recently much industrial interest has been directed towards producing 
maleic anhydride from hydrocarbons. The predicted abundance of 
hydrocarbons from petroleum refineries and their lower cost compared to 
benzene have led to this interest. Benzene has also been labelled as a 
suspected carcinogen and tight emissions controls are expected to be 
imposed by the E.P.A. soon. In addition to economical and environmental 
factors, the improved catalyst characterization techniques offer a good 
opportunity for a thorough understanding of the relationships between 
catalyst surface chemistry and its role in selective oxidation reactions. 
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making it possible to synthesize a catalyst which can provide high 
selectivity at high conversion levels for hydrocarbons. 
Research Objectives 
Although strong evidence exists that presence of MoO^  is a key factor 
in determining the catalytic behavior of simple molybdate catalysts for 
selective oxidation, a fundamental understanding of the nature of these 
catalysts is still lacking. It has been the purpose of this work to 
investigate the synthesis and characterization of NiMoO^  and CoMoO^  
catalysts containing excess MoO^  and also to examine the corresponding 
relationships to catalytic activity and selectivity in hydrocarbon 
conversion to maleic anhydride. Attention has been focused on establishing 
methods of synthesizing pure molybdates and incorporating excess MoO^  into 
these catalysts. Catalysts have been characterized using an extensive 
array of characterization techniques such as surface area measurements, 
x-ray fluorescence, x-ray diffraction, laser Raman spectroscopy, Raman 
microprobe spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive 
x-ray analyzer, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for the purpose of 
acquiring a better understanding of the nature of these catalysts. The 
objective of the kinetic studies has been to relate the compositional 
and structural characteristics of these catalysts to their catalytic 
performance, i.e., catalytic activity and selectivity in hydrocarbon 
conversion to maleic anhydride and to investigate the role of the various 
components of these catalysts in the various steps of the reaction network. 
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Explanation of Dissertation Format 
The dissertation contains five sections, each of which is written 
in a form suitable for publication in a technical journal. Each section 
contains a listing of references cited in that section. References cited 
in the general introduction are found at the end of the dissertation. The 
research presented in each section has been conducted by the author. 
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SECTION I. PREPARATION OF NICKEL MOLYBDATE CATALYSTS: 
INCORPORATION OF EXCESS MOLYBDENUM OXIDE 
11 
INTRODUCTION 
The activity and selectivity of heterogeneous catalysts are strongly 
affected by preparation procedures. Metal oxide catalysts used in selec­
tive oxidation or ammoxidation, including mixed molybdates, are typically 
prepared by precipitation from aqueous solutions. Several factors are 
widely recognized as being important in the preparation of precipitated 
catalysts, including: reactant stoichiometry, the chemical composition 
and concentration of the reactants, the order of oxidation of the components 
to be precipitated, the pH of the precipitation medium, the rates of mixing, 
and the time and temperature of the precipitation, drying, and calcination. 
The catalytic properties of molybdates, including bismuth molybdate, nickel 
molybdate, cobalt molybdate, and iron molybdate are strongly affected by 
the preparation conditions. 
The preparation of bismuth molybdates has been discussed by Beres and 
Janik (1), Batist et al. (2), and Konings et al. (3). Variations 
in preparation procedures result in the formation of different phases such 
as y-Bi^ MoOg (koechlinite) and Bi^ Mo^ O^ .^ These molybdate phases are active 
catalysts for the oxidation of butene to butadiene- (4). However, the 
addition of "excess" MoO^  to the y-BigMoO^  phase results in a large increase 
in activity while a similar addition to the Bi^ Mo^ O^  ^phase results in 
little change in catalytic properties. Oganowski et al. (5) and Grzybowska 
et al. (6) have reported the effect of excess MoO^  on catalytic oxidation 
for MgMoO^  and CoMoO^ . All of these studies indicate that the presence of 
excess MoO^  is a key factor in determining the catalytic properties of 
simple molybdates. 
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In this work, the formation of nickel molybdate has been investigated— 
with particular emphasis on the mechanism of excess MoO^  incorporation. 
Several characterization techniques have been used including laser Raman 
spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and x-ray fluorescence. 
Because of the importance of the precipitation process in determining 
the catalytic properties of molybdates, techniques have been developed for 
obtaining in situ laser Raman spectra of precipitates (7). Many other 
techniques, such as infrared spectroscopy, are not suitable for studies 
of aqueous systems. However, water is a very poor Raman scatterer. For 
many techniques, the colloidal nature of the precipitates can cause 
extreme difficulties because of the high degree of light scattering. 
Molybdates are strong Raman scatterers and are relatively easy to study. 
Raman spectroscopy provides information about the coordination of molybdate 
species in solution and in precipitates, about the local environment and 
aggregation of species, and about the development of crystallinity. 
X-ray diffraction was used for identifying the phases formed and for 
determining the extent of crystallization. The elemental composition of 
the catalysts was determined using x-ray fluorescence spectrometry. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES 
Catalyst Preparation Procedures 
The nickel molybdate catalysts were prepared from ammonium hepta-
molybdate (Fisher (NH^ )gNOyO^  ^• 7 H^ O) and nickel nitrate (Fisher 
Ni (NOg)^  * 6 HgO). The pHs of the solutions were varied by adding 
ammonium hydroxide or nitric acid. 
Preparation of nickel molybdate 
For preparation of nickel molybdate catalysts, a modified form of 
the procedure described by Haber et al. (8) for cobalt molybdate was 
adopted : 
1. 750 ml of a 0.4 M nickel nitrate solution were placed in a 
2000 ml four-neck, round-bottom reaction vessel. The solution was heated 
up to 60°C. 
2. 750 ml of a 0.0571 M ammonium heptamolybdate solution were pre­
pared and were added dropwise to the nickel nitrate solution. The solution 
was agitated vigorously during this period. Temperature was kept constant 
at 63°C using a temperature controller. The pH was also kept constant at 
values of 6, 5, 4, and 3 in consecutive runs. The total addition period 
was 0.5 hour. 
3. When addition was completed, the pH was raised to 5.5 and held 
constant throughout the reaction period. (In the first run, the pH was 
held at 6.) 
4. After four hours of reaction, the reaction mixture was filtered. 
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5. The precipitate was dried in air at 110°C for 12 hours; then it 
was calcined under a steady flow of oxygen at three different temperatures 
(300°C, 400°C, 500°C) for four hours. 
Laser Raman Spectrometer 
A Spex 1403 laser Raman spectrometer was used to record all spectra. 
The 514.5 nm line of a four watt Spectra Physics argon ion laser was the 
primary excitation source. Approximately 200 mw of laser output at the 
source was used. The spectral resolution was 5 cm . A Nicolet 1180 
computer system was used to obtain the spectra and for spectral accumula­
tion. Most spectra reported represent accumulation of scans, in some 
cases up to fifty. 
Raman Spectra of Aqueous Solutions 
The Raman spectra of the aqueous solutions, prior to precipitation, 
were obtained by sealing samples in capillary tubes. A standard 90° 
viewing platform was used. Spectra of filtrates were obtained in a 
similar manner. 
Raman Spectra of Precipitates 
The Raman spectra of precipitates were obtained by withdrawing the 
sample from the aqueous mixture with a pipet. The precipitate was 
collected on filter paper and then placed between two cover glasses. 
Spectra of precipitates were obtained by backscattering mode. 
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Raman Spectra of Dried and Calcined Catalysts 
The Raman spectra of dried and calcined nickel molybdates were 
obtained by placing the sample between two cover glasses in powder form 
and by using backscattering technique. 
X-ray Diffractometer 
A Picker 9-9 x-ray diffractometer automated by a PDF 15 computer 
system was used to obtain x-ray powder patterns of crystalline samples. 
Molybdenum radiation was used. An internal standard (LiF) was used for 
alignment purposes. 
X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer 
A Siemens SRS 200 sequential x-ray fluorescence spectrometer was used 
for compositional analysis of nickel molybdate samples. The excitation 
source was Cr radiation. Standards of varying composition prepared from 
mixtures of the oxides were used to obtain calibration curves. Curve 
fitting and compositional analysis of samples were done using PDF 11-03 
computer system. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Nickel molybdate samples were synthesized from aqueous solutions of 
nickel nitrate and ammonium paramolybdate at different pHs. The formation 
of the precursor as a function of time was investigated. The effect of 
pH on the incorporation of excess molybdenum was also studied. 
Aqueous Solutions of Molybdenum 
The effect of pH on the state of aggregation of molybdenum species 
has been studied by several researchers (9-13). In alkaline solutions at 
2-low concentrations of molybdenum, the tetrahedral MoO^  species predom­
inates. Acidification of these solutions results in polymerization. The 
6"~ 
MOyOg^  species is the first polymer formed to any significant degree: 
8 H"^  + 7 MoO^ "^ t Mo^ O^ ^^ " + 4 H^ O. 
6- 5- 4- 3-
Further protonation of Mo^ O^  ^ to HMo^ O^  ^ , H^ Mo^ O^  ^ and H^ Mo^ O^  ^ has 
also been reported by Sasaki et al. (14, 15). Higher polymers may also be 
formed at lower pHs, including Mo„0„,^  . Both Mo_0 and Mo_0„,^  species 
<5 ZO / Z4 o ZD 
consist of edge sharing MoO^  octahedra; higher polymers of molybdenum are 
formed as more acid is added. An average aggregation number corresponding 
4-
to Mo^ gO^ g has been reported for highly acidic systems (10, 16). 
The Raman spectra of aqueous solutions as a function of typical pHs 
used in catalyst preparation clearly indicate the degree of aggregation 
(see Table 1). The spectrum of isolated MoO^  ^ species consists of the 
following bands: 897(s), 837(m) , and 317(m) cm . Although assignment of 
the spectra of the species at lower pH has not been reported, the Raman 
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Table 1. Major Raman bands for molybdenum species in aqueous solution 
as a function of pH (0.005 M Mo solutions) 
pH 200-299 300-499 500-699 700-899 900-1099 
12 317 s 837 s 
897 s 
8 214 s 359 s 892 s 935 s 
433 s 
5 210 s 360 s 730 w 901 s 
435 m 840 w 948 s 
3 210 s 361 m 750 w 915 s 
458 m 858 w 963 s 
spectra clearly reflect the state of aggregation of the molybdenum species 
by a shift towards higher wavenumbers of the two bands in the 830-965 cm ^  
region. In addition, there is an upward shift in the 317 cm ^  band to the 
-1 -1 
region of 360 cm . A new band appears also at 214 cm which coincides 
with the first stages of polymerization. 
Formation of NiMoO, 
4 
NiMoO^  samples were prepared by precipitation from aqueous mixtures. 
The pH of the solutions was varied for the precipitation and aging periods. 
Increasing the acidity of the reaction medium during addition period 
resulted in excess MoO^  in the samples. The percentage of excess MoO^  
increased with the acidity (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Stoichiometry of NiMoO^  samples as a function of pH 
pH during addition pH during precipitation Mo/Ni 
period and aging period 
6 6 1.0 
5 5.5 1.15 
4 5.5 1.40 
3 5.5 1.55 
Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra of precipitates taken from the pH = 6 
study. The spectra do not change after the first hour. The spectra of the 
dried sample and of the sample calcined at 300°C are similar except for the 
disappearance of the band at 1038 cm ^  due to the nitrate counter-ion. The 
NiMoO^  bands do not appear until the sample is heated up to 400°C. 
The x-ray diffraction pattern of the dried sample prepared at pH = 6 
(Figure 2) corresponds to the diffraction pattern of nickel molybdate 
precursor (NiMoO^ -xH^ O) (17). The crystal structure of a-NiMoO^  appears 
when sample is calcined at 400°C. The d-spacings correspond to those 
reported by Sleight et al. (18) for a-NiMoO^ . Neither Raman spectra nor 
x-ray diffraction patterns of the samples prepared at pH = 6 indicate the 
presence of any excess MoO^ . 
Figure 3 shows the Raman spectra of NiMoO^  samples which were prepared 
by holding pH constant at 3 during addition period. Samples were taken 
from reaction mixture at 0.5 hr, 1 hr, 2 hr, and 4 hr after pH was raised 
to 5.5. At 0.5 hr, a strong band at 901 cm ^  is present with shoulder 
bands at 810 cm ^  and 858 cm At 1 hr, the band at 901 cm ^  disappears 
-1 -1 -1 
and another band at 935 cm appears. The 935 cm and 854 cm bands are 
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ISO 450 750 1050 250 650 1050 
-1 
Wavenumber (cm ) 
Figure 1. Raman spectra of NiMoO^  prepared at a constant pH = 6 
a) precipitate at 1 hour 
b) precipitate at 2 hours 
c) precipitate at 3 hours 
d) precipitate at 4 hours 
e) dried at 110°C 
f) calcined at 300°C 
g) calcined at 400°C 
h) calcined at 500°C 
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d-spacing (S) 
Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of NiMoO^  prepared 
at a constant pH = 6 
a) dried at 110°C 
b) calcined at 300®C 
c) calcined at 400°C 
d) calcined at 500°C 
*Internal standard LiF 
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of NiMoO^  prepared at 
pH = 3 during addition 
a) precipitate at 30 minutes 
b) precipitate at 1 hour 
c) precipitate at 2 hours 
d) precipitate at 3 hours 
e) dried at 110®C 
f) calcined at 300°C 
g) calcined at 400°C 
h) calcined at 500°C 
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common in pH = 3 and pH = 6 runs. The spectra of dried and calcined 
samples exhibit MoO^  bands with NiMoO^  bands becoming apparent only after 
calcination at 400"c. 
The x-ray diffraction pattern (Figure 4) of the dried sample of 
pH = 3 run has two extra peaks at d values of 5.77 & and 5.08 & which do 
not appear in sample prepared at pH = 6. The samples which were calcined at 
400°C and 500°C have d-spacings which correspond to either a-NiMoO^  or 
MoOg (19) with crystallinity improving with the calcination temperature. 
The Raman spectra of dried and calcined samples which were prepared 
at pH values of 4 and 5 during the addition period, respectively, showed 
similar trends with the intensity of MoO^  peaks decreasing with increasing 
pH (Figure 5). 
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d-spacing (S) 
Figure 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of NiMoO^  prepared at 
pH = 3 during addition 
a) dried at 110°C 
b) calcined at 300°C 
c) calcined at 400°C 
d) calcined at 500°C 
*Internal standard LiF 
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Figure 5. Raman spectra of NiMoO^  prepared at different pHs during addition 
pH = 4 pH = 5 
a) dried at 110°C e) dried at llO'C 
b) calcined at 300°C f) calcined at 300°C 
c) calcined at 400°C g) calcined at 400°C 
d) calcined at 500°C h) calcined at 500°C 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Characterization of Aqueous Complexes and 
Precipitates: Special Utility of the Nitrate Ion 
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful method for investigating the forma­
tion of precipitates from aqueous solution. The Raman technique has been 
widely used to study inorganic species in solution (20), particularly 
electrolytes (21). Questions of the nature of complex formation and 
thermodynamic equilibria may be addressed. The state of aggregation of 
molybdate species may be clearly identified with the Raman technique 
(summarized in Table 1). The upward shift of the two high wavenumber 
-1 -1 bands at 837 and 897 cm to 915 and 963 cm is a clear indication of 
this aggregation. The acidity and concentration of the solution clearly 
determine the degree of aggregation. 
Much information concerning the nature of precipitates can be obtained 
by the use of the Raman spectrum of the nitrate ion (7). The use of the 
nitrate ion as a probe of aqueous solution complexes has been demonstrated 
extensively (21, 22). Interionic and ion-polarized dipole forces perturb 
the frequencies of the nitrate species quite readily. The "free NO^  " 
species has symmetry and should exhibit a four-band spectrum. Three 
of these bands may be assigned as follows : ' at about 1050 cm ^  
(Raman active); about 830 cm ^  (infrared active); and v^ -E' at 
about 716 cm (Raman and infrared active). However, even in dilute 
solutions, the selection rules are violated as indicated by the splitting 
of the Vg-E' band into bands at 1348 and 1406 cm ^  (Raman) and 1347 and 
1395 cm ^  (infrared). The positions of these bands are also strongly 
affected by the environment of the nitrate ion in solutions of metal 
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cations. In particular, the positions of the bands may be clearly 
related to the existence of outer- or inner-sphere complexes, ion pairs, 
or monodentate and bidentate complexes. These changes in the Raman 
spectra have been summarized by Irish (22) and are sho\fn in Table 3. The 
Raman spectra should therefore clearly indicate a stronger nitrate inter­
action with the cation by: 1) a shift to higher wavenumbers of the 717 
-1 -1 
cm band; 2) a shift to lower wavenumbers of the 830 and 1048 cm 
bands; and 3) an increased splitting of the 1350 and 1400 cm  ^bands. 
Formation of NiMoO, 4 
NiMoO^  synthesis experiments conducted at different pHs indicate also 
that pH of the reaction mixture is a key factor in determining the final 
composition of the catalyst. The Mo/Ni ratio increases with increasing 
acidity of the reaction mixture. 
The comparison of the Raman spectra of samples taken from the reaction 
mixture for pH = 6 experiments (Figure la, b, c, d) shows that the species 
formed do not change after the first hour of the precipitation process. 
The Raman spectra of pH = 3 samples (Figure 3a, b, c, d), however, reveal 
the formation of different species at early stages of precipitation at 
-1 low pH levels. The strong band at 901 cm for pH = 3 studies does not 
appear at all in the Raman spectra of pH = 6 studies. The band at 935 
cm which is present in the spectra of all dried precursors does not 
become apparent until the second hour of precipitation for the pH = 3 
studies. 
Raman spectra studies of solutions of ammonium heptamolybdate indicate 
that at low pHs, large aggregates of molybdenum form. These large 
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Table 3. Summary of Raman band positions for nitrate species in various 
environments (after Irish (22))^  
-1 Species cm 
NO "(aq) 717 830^  1048 1350 1400 
solvate 
717 830^  1048 1350 1420 
solvent-
separated 
ion pair 
M^ NO^ " 740 815^  (1040-1060)^  1320 1450 
ion pair 
M-ONO2 280 750 810^  1040 1320 1450 
mono-
dentate 
complex 
h 
M 0^ 230 750 810 1040 1300 1500 
bidentate 
complex 
A^pproximate values only—values are often concentration 
dependent. 
I^nfrared values—weak Raman bands are often observed at similar 
frequencies. 
"^ Cation dependent. 
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aggregates are incapable of being inserted into the lattice of nickel 
molybdate; rather the MoO^  is "extruded" as a separate phase. The Raman 
spectra of dried and calcined pH = 3 samples contain MoO^  bands which 
become more intense with increasing calcination temperature. One in­
teresting feature of these spectra is that the MoO^  bands at 813 cm ^  
and 985 cm ^  are present even in the dried precursor and do not shift 
with calcination temperature. The lattice phonon bands for MoO^ , however, 
are absent until calcination occurs. In all spectra, the NiMoO^  bands 
do not acquire their final position until after calcination at 400°C. 
This trend can be seen in the Raman spectra of pH = 4 and pH = 5 samples. 
When the Raman spectra of calcined samples of runs at pH = 3, 4, and 5 
are compared, it is apparent that intensity of the MoO^  bands increases 
with decreasing pH, which is in agreement with the results obtained from 
x-ray fluorescence analyses. 
X-ray diffraction patterns support the conclusions derived from Raman 
spectroscopy studies. The x-ray diffraction pattern of calcined samples 
prepared at low pHs (Figure 4d) have peaks which correspond to either 
a-NiMoO^  or MoO^  whereas the x-ray diffraction pattern of pH = 6 samples 
(Figure 2d) does not have any indication of the presence of MoO^ . The 
presence of both a-NiMoO^  and MoO^  peaks on the x-ray diffraction pattern 
suggests that excess molybdenum in these samples does not perturb the 
NiMoO^  lattice, but rather forms a separate MoO^  phase. 
When the x-ray diffraction patterns of dried samples for pH = 6 and 
pH = 3 are compared, it is seen that they both have the peaks which 
correspond to a nickel molybdate precursor identified previously, with 
two extra peaks at d = 5.77 R. and 5.08 K appearing in lower pH runs. These 
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two peaks are believed to belong to the MoO^  precursor which attains the 
MoO^  crystal structure only after calcination. 
Comparison of x-ray diffraction patterns of samples calcined at 
different temperatures indicates that the NiMoO^  phase does not become 
a well-ordered, crystalline material until calcination at AOO°C. This 
is believed to be due to the fact that the NiMoO^  precursor—like the 
cobalt molybdate precursor—contains water and ammonia in its crystal 
lattice. The hydrous nickel molybdate structure does not decompose at 
lower calcination temperatures. 
These results indicate that precipitated a-NiMoO^  is unable to 
incorporate excess MoO„ in the same manner as precipitated y-Bi^ MoO, does. 
-J 2 6 
The formation of nickel molybdate precursor at pH = 6 results in a Ni 
to Mo ratio of one. This phase has a structure very similar to the 
ultimate a-NiMoO^  catalyst; water of hydration is lost during calcination. 
The overall stoichiometry of the precipitated catalyst is governed by the 
segregation of a MoO^  phase. This phase is highly disordered initially 
and is formed from large aggregates of aqueous molybdenum species. 
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SECTION II. NiMoO, SELECTIVE OXIDATION CATALYSTS CONTAINING EXCESS MoO. 4 3 
FOR THE CONVERSION OF C, HYDROCARBONS TO MALEIC ANHYDRIDE: 
4 
I. PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 
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ABSTRACT 
NiKoO^  catalysts containing "excess" MoO^  are active for the selective 
oxidation of hydrocarbons to maleic anhydride. In this paper, the 
synthesis and characterization of the active component of this catalyst are 
reported. Synthesis techniques included precipitation, solid state 
reaction, and impregnation. Extensive characterization of the catalyst 
has been performed using complementary instrumentation techniques, 
including laser Raman spectroscopy, Raman microprobe spectroscopy, x-ray 
diffraction, x-ray fluorescence, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and 
scanning electron microscopy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Simple molybdate compounds have been widely studied because of their 
catalytic activity for selective oxidation reactions, including ammoxidation 
and the oxidative dehydrogenation of olefins. An extensive body of lit­
erature has reported the characterization and catalytic evaluation of these 
compounds, especially bismuth and cobalt molybdates (1-6). 
A more limited number of reports in the literature has revealed that 
pronounced changes in the catalytic behavior of simple molybdates can be 
observed due to the incorporation of "excess" MoO^ . The term "excess" MoO^  
is used to refer to the presence of MoO^  in the catalyst, in addition to 
the simple molybdate itself; the molybdenum-to-metal stoichiometric ratio 
(e.g. Mo/Ni, Mo/Co, Mo/Bi) is therefore larger than the atomic ratio found 
in the pure, simple molybdates. In this respect, the catalysts which con­
tain "excess" MoO^  are no longer simple, one-phase oxides: rather, multi­
phase behavior—as well as other structural and compositional variations— 
are possible, making these catalysts much more complex than simple 
molybdates. 
In two patents Hartig (7, 8) has reported the preparation of catalysts 
with nonstoichiometric atomic ratios of molybdenum-to-cobalt or molybdenum-
to-nickel (compared to CoMoO^  or NiMoO^ ); the effect of preparation 
procedures on catalytic activity was also indicated. Appreciable yields of 
maleic anhydride were obtained from saturated aliphatics (C^  to C^ g) when 
cobalt or nickel molybdate catalysts with nonstoichiometric compositions 
were used. Matsuura et al. (9) have shown that bismuth molybdate catalysts 
with a molybdenum-to-bismuth ratio greater than that for y-Bi^ MoO^  are 
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highly active for the oxidative dehydrogenation of butene to butadiene. 
Oganowski et al. (10) investigated the effect of excess MoO^  on MgMoO^  
catalysts for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene. 
The presence of excess MoO^  enhanced catalytic activity. It has also 
been shown by Grzybowska et al. (11-13) that the activity of cobalt 
molybdate for the selective oxidation of propylene and allyl iodide to 
acrylic acid depends on the amount of excess HoO^  present. Mazzocchia 
et al. (14) studied propylene oxidation over NiO-MoO^  catalysts with Mo/Ni 
ratios greater or less than 1; only those catalysts with excess MoO^  pro­
duced acrylic acid. They have also reported oxidation of 1-butene over 
the same catalysts (15). 
Although strong evidence exists that the presence of MoO^  is a key 
factor in determining the catalytic behavior of simple molybdate catalysts 
for selective oxidation, a fundamental understanding of the nature of these 
catalysts has yet to be developed. In this series of papers (16-18), we 
report the detailed synthesis and characterization of NiMoO^  catalysts con­
taining excess MoO^  and also the corresponding relationship to catalytic 
activity and selectivity. Our results indicate that specific levels of MoO^  
concentration are required for high selectivity for 1-butene conversion to 
maleic anhydride; pure NiMoO^  or MoO^  are shown to be nonselective. 
The previous paper in this series (16) has reported an investigation 
of the preparation procedures for the NiMoO^  system. The present paper 
discusses methods for incorporating excess MoO^  into the catalyst including 
precipitation, solid state reaction, and impregnation. Extensive character­
ization of the catalysts has also been performed using complementary instru­
mentation techniques. The third paper (17) will provide activity and 
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selectivity data for 1-butene conversion, while the fourth paper (18) will 
discuss the selective oxidation of butadiene and furan. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Catalyst Preparation 
Precipitation from aqueous solutions 
Nickel molybdate catalysts were prepared from aqueous solutions of 
ammonium heptamolybdate (Fisher (NH^ )^ MOyO^ •^ and nickel nitrate 
(Fisher Ni(N0^ )2" GHgO). The pHs of the solutions were varied by adding 
ammonium hydroxide or nitric acid. The procedure described by Schrader 
et al. (16) was adopted: 
1. 750 ml of a 0.4 M nickel nitrate solution were placed in a 2000 ml 
four-neck, round-bottom reaction vessel. The reaction mixture was heated 
to 60°C. 
2. 750 ml of a 0.0571 M ammonium heptamolybdate solution were added 
dropwise to the nickel nitrate solution. The solution was stirred 
vigorously during this period. The temperature was kept constant at 63°C 
using a temperature controller. The pH was also controlled using a pH 
controller. Total time for addition was 0.5 hour. 
3. For preparation of pure nickel molybdate, the pH during addition 
and reaction periods was maintained at 6. 
4. For preparations which involved incorporation of excess MoO^ , the 
precipitation medium was made more acidic during the addition period; the 
pH depended on the desired amount of excess MoO^ . The pH was raised to 
5.5 at the end of the addition period and then was held constant. 
5. After four hours the precipitation mixture was filtered. 
6. The precipitate was dried in air at 110°C for 12 hours. Calcina­
tion under a steady flow of oxygen was performed at 500°C for four hours. 
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Solid state synthesis 
Nickel molybdate samples were also synthesized by solid state tech­
niques which involved heating mixtures of nickel oxide (Fisher NiO) and 
molybdenum trioxide (Fisher MoO^ ) in evacuated quartz tubes. Several 
reaction temperatures in the range of 700°C to 1000°C were used. 
Solid state preparation was also an alternate method for incorporating 
excess MoO^  into pure NiMoO^  samples. Pure NiMoO^  samples (synthesized 
by precipitation) and molybdenum trioxide (Fisher MoO^ ) were mechanically 
mixed in various ratios and were heated in dry oxygen at 500°C for four 
hours. 
Impregnation of pure phases 
For some studies, pure NiMoO^  samples (prepared by precipitation) were 
impregnated with ammonium heptamolybdate to produce catalysts containing 
excess MoO^ . A 1.372 x 10 ^  M ammonium heptamolybdate solution was pre­
pared, and portions of nickel molybdate samples were immersed in this 
aqueous solution. The impregnation period was followed by drying at 110°C 
for 12 hours and by calcining at 500°C under oxygen for 4 hours. To 
achieve higher concentrations of excess MoO^ , a stepwise impregnation pro­
cedure was followed. 
For impregnating molybdenum trioxide with NiMoO^ , an impregnation 
technique was used in which MoO^  samples were soaked in an aqueous slurry 
of nickel molybdate. Samples were dried and calcined as described for the 
previous samples. 
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Characterization Techniques 
Surface area 
Surface areas were measured with a Micrometrics 2100E Accusorb. 
Nitrogen was used as the adsorbate. 
X-ray fluorescence 
A Siemens SRS 200 sequential x-ray fluorescence spectrometer was used 
for compositional analysis. A Cr excitation source was used. Standards 
of varying compositions were prepared from mixtures of the oxides (NiO and 
MoO_). 
X-ray diffraction 
X-ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained using a Picker 0-9 
x-ray diffractometer automated by a PDF 15 computer system. Molybdenum 
radiation was used. An internal standard (LiF) was used for alignment 
purposes. For some measurements, a Siemens diffractometer having superior 
spatial resolution was employed with Cu radiation. Samples were 
rotated in the x-ray beam. As an additional x-ray diffraction technique, an 
Enraf Nonius Delft FR 552 Guinier camera was also used with Cu K radia-
a 
tion. 
Laser Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectra were obtained using a Spex 1403 laser Raman spectrometer. 
Spectra were taken using the backscattering mode. The 514.3 nm line of a 
four watt Spectra Physics argon ion laser was the primary excitation source. 
Approximately 200 mW of laser output at the source was used. A spectral 
resolution of 5 cm  ^and a central slit setting of 600 ym were maintained 
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for all experiments. A Nicolet 1180E computer system was used for data 
acquisition including spectral accumulation. All spectra reported represent 
an accumulation of scans, in some cases up to 50 scans. 
Raman microprobe spectroscopy 
Raman microprobe experiments were conducted using a Spex 1482 Micromate 
illuminator. The instrument consists of a research-grade Zeiss microscope 
modified for spectroscopic investigations and grafted to the entrance slit 
of the Spex 1403 spectrometer. A TV camera and a monitor are included for 
viewing the sample, so that the laser beam can be finely aligned and 
focused. Two standard objectives—a lOx, 0.22 numerical aperture objective 
or a 40x, 0.95 numerical aperture objective—could be used to focus the 
laser beam to a diameter of 5 ym or 2 ym, respectively. 
Spectral parameters for the microprobe were the same as those for the 
conventional spectrometer studies except for the necessity of acquiring 
more (typically up to 100) spectra. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
X-ray photoelectron spectra were obtained using an AEI 200B spectrometer 
with A1 radiation. A Nicolet 1180 computer was used for data acquisi­
tion and for signal averaging. All spectra are referenced to the carbon Is 
binding energy of 284.6 eV. 
Scanning electron microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy studies were conducted using a JEOL Model 
JSM-U3 scanning electron microscope. Samples were prepared by sprinkling 
powder on the surface of a sample mount which had been covered with wet 
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carbon black. The sample was then sputtered with gold to achieve a gold 
thickness of 300 Micrographs were typically taken using a potential 
difference of 25 kV and a working distance of 13 mm. 
The electron microscope was also equipped with a Tracor/Northem 2000 
energy dispersive x-ray microanalyzer. The microanalyzer was used for 
elemental mapping, single line scanning, and x-ray spectral accumulation. 
Samples were prepared by silver sputtering rather than by gold sputtering 
to prevent interference with molybdenum radiation. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
General Catalyst Preparation Parameters 
The precipitation experiments for the NiMoO^  system indicated that 
the overall composition of the precipitated catalyst was insensitive to 
the concentration and composition of the reactants; the pH of the pre­
cipitation medium was the key factor which determined the amount of MoO^  
present in the final form of the catalyst (16). Pure NiMoO^  catalysts were 
obtained at a pH of 6 and a temperature of 63°C, both conditions being 
maintained throughout the addition and precipitation periods. Lowering the 
pH of the reaction medium during addition resulted in the presence of MoO^  
in the final calcined samples. 
For preparing catalysts with nonstoichiometric Mo/Ni ratios, solid 
state and impregnation techniques were also successful. Using the impregna­
tion technique, samples were synthesized having a wide concentration range 
of excess MoO^ —from 2% to 55%. 
Surface Area 
Surface area measurements for the precipitated samples demonstrated 
that the composition of the catalysts strongly affected the catalyst surface 
area (Table 1). The surface area of pure NiMoO^  is much larger compared to 
2 2 
that of pure MoO^  (37 m /g vs. 3 m /g), and the surface area of the 
catalysts decreased with increasing percentages of excess MoO^ . 
X-ray Fluorescence 
Precipitated samples were analyzed by x-ray fluorescence using calibra­
tion curves obtained from NiO and MoO^  standards. The analysis indicated 
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Table 1. Surface areas of precipitated NiMoO^  samples and MoO^  
pH during addition Surface area 
period Mo/Ni (ta^ /g) 
6 1.00 37 
5 1.15 33 
4 1.40 26 
3 1.55 20 
MoO- 3 3 
Table 2. Stoichiometry of precipitated NiMoO^  samples as a function of 
pH as established by x-ray fluorescence 
pH during pH during precipitation 
addition period and aging periods Mo/Ni 
6 6 1.00 
5 5.5 1.15 
4 5.5 1.40 
3 5.5 1.55 
that a decrease in pH during addition resulted in an increase in the Mo/Ni 
ratio (Table 2). 
X-ray Diffraction 
The x-ray diffraction pattern d-spacings of calcined samples prepared 
by precipitation at a pH of 6 correspond to those reported by Sleight et al. 
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(19) for a-NiMoO^ . The x-ray diffraction patterns of such samples also 
have no indication of the presence of MoO^ , NiO, or any other oxide. 
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the x-ray diffraction patterns for pure 
MoOg (la), a NiMoO^  sample prepared at pH 5 during addition (lb), and 
a NiMoO^  sample prepared at a constant pH of 6 throughout addition and 
precipitation periods (Ic). For the powder pattern of the sample prepared 
at the more acidic condition, there are "extra" peaks which do not appear 
in the powder pattern of pure NiMoO^ . A comparison of the d-spacings 
indicate that these extra peaks correspond to MoO^  (20). 
Table 3 shows the results obtained by Guinier camera measurements for 
a NiMoO^  sample prepared at a pH of 5 during addition. The d-spacings 
obtained for this sample correspond to the values reported in the literature 
for a-NiMoO, and MoO,. 4 3 
In Figure 2, x-ray diffraction patterns for pure MoO^  (2a), pure NiMoO^  
(2c), and a sample prepared by solid state synthesis (2b) are shown. Figure 
2b is a sample containing 15% excess MoO^  which was prepared by calcining 
mixtures of MoO^  and NiMoO^  at 500°C, All d-spacings for the x-ray diffrac­
tion patterns are assignable either to MoO^  or to NiMoO^ . 
Laser Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopic characterization of NiMoO^  during various stages 
of preparation by precipitation have been reported previously (16). In this 
paper, emphasis is placed on the final state of catalysts containing M0O3. 
Raman spectroscopy is a particularly powerful technique for detecting 
small amounts of MoO^ —at concentrations which are not detectable by x-ray 
diffraction. In addition, the Raman technique can be used to identify 
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Table 3. d-spacings obtained by a Guinier camera from a NiMoO^  sample 
prepared at a pH of 5 during addition 
d-spacing 
% 
Compound 
identification 
d-spacing 
% 
Compound 
identification 
6.19 a-NiMoO, 4 2.12 MoOg 
5.50 a-NiMoO. 4 2.09 a-NiMoO, 4 
4.66 ct-NiMoG. 4 2.06 a-NiMoO, 4 
4.08 a-NiMoG, 4 1.99 MoOg 
3.81 MoOg 1.98 a-NiMoO^ , MoGg 
3.71 a-NiMoO^  1.96 a-NiMoO,, MoG„ 4 3 
3.51 a-NiMoG^  1.92 a-NiMoO, 4 
3.26 M0G3 1.85 MoGg 
3.09 a-NiMoG, 4 1.83 ct-NiMoO. 4 
2.75 a-NxMoO, 4 1.80 a-NiMoO. 4 
2.72 a-NiMoG. 4 1.73 MoO^  
2.70 MoO^  1.72 a-NiMoO. 4 
2.65 MoG^  1.66 MoO^  
2.33 a-NiMoO, 4 1.64 ot-NiMoG, 4 
2.32 a-NiMoG^ , MoG^  1.62 K~NiMoO, 4 
2.30 ci-NiMoO. 4 1.60 a-NiMoO^ , MoG^  
2.19 a-NiMoG, 4 
changes in crystallographic structure or deviations from "ideal" or 
anticipated material states. 
Raman spectra of NiMoO^  samples containing excess MoO^  (prepared by 
precipitation, solid state synthesis, and impregnation) are compared with 
those of pure MoO^  and pure NiMoO^  in Figures 3, 4, and 5. All three 
series of figures show that samples with nonstoichiometric Mo/Ni ratios have 
Raman bands characteristic of either NiMoO, or MoO„. There are no 
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Figure 1. Comparison of x-ray diffraction patterns for 
a. pure MoO^  
b. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (precipitation) 
c. pure NiMoO^  
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(Copper Kg X= 1.5418 & ) 
Figure 2. Comparison of x-ray diffraction patterns for 
a. pure MoO^  
b. NxMoO^  with excess MoO^  (solid state) 
c. pure NiMoO^  
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of 
a. pure MoO^  
b. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (precipitation) 
c. pure NiMoO^  
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of 
a. pure MoO^  
b. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (solid state) 
c. pure NiMoO^  
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Figure 5. Raman spectra of 
a. pure MoO^  
b. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (impregnation) 
c. pure NiMoO^  
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indications of the appearance of any extra bands or the shifting of bands. 
Table 4 lists the band positions for MoO^ , NiMoO^ , and a NiMoO^  sample 
with excess MoO^ . 
Figure 6 provides the Raman spectra of precipitated NiMoO^  samples pre­
pared at pH values of 3, 4, 5, and 6 during addition (6a, 6b, 6c, and 6d, 
respectively). Figure 6d is the - spectrum of pure NiMoO^ . The other spectra 
exhibit more intense MoO^  bands as the acidity of the precipitation medium 
increases. This is in excellent agreement with the results obtained by 
x-ray fluorescence analysis. 
Detailed Raman characterization studies have also been carried out in 
the low wavenumber region (50-350 cm for some of the precipitated 
samples containing excess MoO^ . The lattice phonon region of the Raman 
spectrum can reflect deviations from "ideal" or expected crystal structure. 
Figure 7 shows the low wavenumber Raman spectra of pure MoO^  (7a), pure 
NiMoO^  (7c), and NiMoO^  with 15% excess MoO^  prepared by precipitation (7b). 
No unexpected spectral features were observed. 
In order to investigate the effect of preparation procedure on the 
active form of the catalyst, Raman characterization experiments have also 
been performed for impregnated MoO^  samples. Figure 8 shows the Raman 
spectrum of such a sample. It is seen that bands corresponding to both 
MoOg and NiMoO^  (although weak) are present without any band shifts for 
either phase. 
Raman Microprobe Spectroscopy 
This technique with its superior spatial resolution allows the laser 
beam to be focused on individual particles while viewing the magnified 
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Table 4. Raman bands of MoO^ , NiMoO^ , and catalyst with "excess" MoO^  
(cm 
Sample 0-200 200-400 400-600 600-800 800-1000 1000+ 
M0O3 85 m 219 w 475 w 670 s 822 vs 
100 w 247 w 998 s 
118 m 285 s 
131 m 293 m 
160 m 339 m 
200 w 369 w 
381 m 
NiMoO^  55 w 229 vw 420 m 623 w 833 vw 
143 w 254 w 445 w 642 vw 916 s 
179 m 264 w 494 m 709 s 963 vs 
196 w 301 vw 
374 w 331 w 
389 m 373 m 
389 m 
NiMoO, with 15% 4 55 w 219 w 420 m 620 m 821 s 
excess MoO^  99 vw 230 vw 446 w 642 w 916 s 
(precipitation) 117 m 253 w 475 vw 668 m 963 vs 
130 w 264 m 494 m 709 s 997 s 
144 w 285 s 
158 m 293 m 
179 m 331 w 
199 m 339 m 
373 m 
379 w 
389 m 
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Figure 6. Raman spectra of precipitated NiMoO^  samples 
a. pH = 3 
b. pH = 4 
c. pH = 5 • ' * 
d. pH = 6 MoOg 
290 250 270 330 350 190 150 290 
Wovenumber (cm*') 
310 70 dO 110 
Wav«nurr^ er (cm'') 
130 170 190 
Wovenumbef tern*') 
210 230 SO 
Figure 7. Low wavenumber Raman spectra of 
a. pure MoO^  
b. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (precipitation) 
c. pure NiMoO^  
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Figure 8. Raman spectrum of impregnated MoO^  
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image on a monitor. This capability when combined with the SEM studies 
made it possible to differentiate two crystallite shapes, one irregular and 
roundish and the other hexagonal. Based on the two dimensional outlines 
observed, the former image was associated with NiMoO^  and the latter with 
MoO . 
Figure 9 shows two spectra obtained from the same sample—an impreg­
nated NiMoO^  catalyst containing 10% excess MoO^ . In the bottom spectrum, 
(9b) the laser beam is focused on a roundish particle, and the Raman 
spectrum is comprised of NiMoO^  bands only. The second spectrum was 
obtained by focusing the laser beam on a particle which has an apparent 
MoO^  crystallite shape; the major bands of both NxMoO^  and MoO^  are present. 
Raman microprobe results present the most compelling evidence that separate 
phases are present in these catalysts. Furthermore, the microprobe results 
indicate that particles which have typical shape of MoO^  crystallites con­
tain not only MoO^  but also NiMoO^  as well. 
The spectra obtained from impregnated MoO^  samples also indicate the 
presence of NiMoO^  on the surface of individual MoO^  particles (Figure 10). 
The Raman microprobe experiments also revealed that a polymolybdate 
layer did not exist on the surface of NiMoO^ . Such surface phases have 
been observed for alumina-supported molybdate samples (21). However, there 
is an unambiguous absence of Raman bands in the region which would be used 
to identify this structure. 
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
X-ray photoelectron spectra were acquired in order to investigate 
possible variations in the oxidation states of samples with nonstoichiometric 
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Figure 9. Raman microprobe spectra of impregnated NiMoO^  
a. laser beam focused on a hexagonal particle 
b. laser beam focused on a round particle 
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Figure 10. Raman microprobe spectrum of impregnated MoO 
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compositions. Figure 11 shows the molybdenum 3d photoelectron spectra of 
pure MoO^  (lia), pure NiMoO^  (lib), and two NiMoO^  samples containing 
excess MoO^  (11c and lid) which were prepared by different techniques. A 
comparison of the spectrum demonstrates that the band positions and the 
band widths are identical for these samples. Figure 12 shows the nickel 
2p photoelectron spectra for the same samples. 
Table 5 lists the observed binding energies (±0.2 eV) for the samples 
mentioned above. The band positions for MoO^  agree very well with those 
reported in the literature (22). The Mo 3d binding energies for NiMoO^  
samples are identical with those of MoO^ . The Ni 2p band positions, on the 
other hand, are entirely different than those of NiO (22). 
Table 5. Photoelectron spectra binding energies for pure compounds and 
catalysts (eV) 
Sample Mo 3d^ y2 *^^ 3/2 ^^ 3/2 ^^ 1/2 
MoO, 
MoO (22) 
232.7 
232.65 
235.8 
235.85 
NiMoO, 
NiO (22) 
232.6 235.7 855.7 
853.3 
873.3 
871.7 
NiMoO, with 15% excess 4 
MoOg (precipitation) 
NiMoO with 15% excess 4 
MoO^  (impregnation) 
232.7 
232.7 
235.8 
235.9 
855.8 
855.7 
873.4 
873.4 
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Binding energy (eV) 
Figure 11. Molybdenum 3d photoelectron spectra of 
a. MoOg 
b. NiMoO, 
4 
c. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (precipitation) 
d. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (impregnation) 
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Figure 12. Nickel 2p photoelectron spectra of 
a. NiMoO, 4 
b. NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  (precipitation) 
c. NiMoO^  with exccss MoO^  (impregnation) 
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Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy studies contributed significantly to the 
development of a better understanding of the nature of the active form of 
complex NiMoO^  catalysts. The technique can provide information about the 
morphological structure of surfaces and about elemental composition with 
the use of energy dispersive x-ray analysis. 
Figures 13 and 14 show scanning electron micrographs of two NiMoO^  
precursors. The first sample (Figure 13), prepared at a pH of 6, ultimately 
produced pure NiMoO^  upon calcination. The second sample (Figure 14) is 
a precursor prepared at a pH of 3 which gave rise to a nonstoichiometric 
Mo/Ni ratio in the final form of the catalyst. When the micrographs are 
compared, it is seen that the latter preparation contains a second type of 
particle shape (a, upper right corner) which did not appear in the micro­
graphs in Figure 13. Figure 14b is a close-up of the same specific particle, 
which is believed to correspond to the precursor of MoO^ . Figure 15 shows 
the elemental map on this particle for molybdenum radiation. A high Mo 
concentration was detected. 
Figure 16 compares the crystallite shapes of pure MoO^  (16a) and pure 
NiMoO^  (16b). MoOg crystallites have definite, well-defined hexagonal 
shapes which are easily recognized. On the other hand, NiMoO^  consists of 
porous, roundish particles having a "sponge-like" structure. 
When catalysts with nonstoichiometric Mo/Ni ratios were studied using 
SEM, their two-phase character became apparent once more. Figure 17 shows 
two micrographs taken from a precipitated sample containing excess MoO^ . 
Separate NiMoO^  and MoO^  particles can be easily identified. An important 
feature of these micrographs is that surface of MoO^  particles is not flat 
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Figure 14. Scanning electron micrographs of NiMoO^  precursor prepared 
pH 3 
a. magnification = 170x 
b. magnification = 1134x 
(a) 
9ftm 
C\ 
(b) 
Figure 15. Elemental map for molybdenum 
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Figure 16. Scanning electron micrographs of 
a. pure MoO^ , magnification = 1134x 
b. pure NiMoO^ , magnification = 283x 
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Figure 17. Scanning electron micrographs of NiMoO^  catalyst with excess 
MoOg (precipitation) 
a. magnification = 2980x 
b. magnification = 7228x 
(a) (b) 
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and smooth as it is for pure MoO^ ; rather it is cluttered or decorated with 
NiMoO^ . When the x-ray microanalyzer technique was used to examine these 
samples, the existence of NiMoO^  on the MoO^  particles was confirmed. 
Figure 18 shows two x-ray spectra showing the relative intensities of the Mo 
and Ni signals obtained for a pure NiMoO^  particle (18a) and for a MoO^  
particle (18b) present in a "nonstoichiometric" preparation. The signal 
intensity ratio of molybdenum compared to nickel is much larger for the 
sample shown in Figure 18b since NiMoO^  exists only as a surface coverage 
and the bulk of the particle is MoO^ . 
The same phenomenon is also observed in the samples prepared by the 
solid state technique. Distinct NiMoO^  and MoO^  particles (with a surface 
coverage) are seen. Figures 19 and 20 show four micrographs which are 
taken from a sample prepared by solid state methods. 
The impregnation technique also provided further evidence for the 
coexistence of two distinct phases—a NiMoO^  phase and a MoO^  phase with 
an additional surface structure. Figure 21 shows two micrographs taken 
from the same sample which was prepared by impregnation of NiMoO^ . The 
sample contains 10% excess MoO^ . In Figure 21a, both NiMoO^  and MoO^  
particles can be observed. In Figure 21b, the typical shape of the MoO^  
crystallite is very distinctive, although the surface is cluttered. 
When impregnated NiMoO^  samples having the two extremes in the con­
centration of excess MoO^  (2% and 55%) were examined by SEM, two new 
phenomena were observed. The low MoO^  concentration end showed no 
indication of the presence of MoO^  as a separate phase. Although several 
samples were scanned repeatedly, no MoO^  particle was observed as a 
distinct phase (Figure 22). When the high MoO^  concentration samples were 
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Figure 18. X-ray spectra of 
a. pure NiMoO^  
b. MoO^  particle found in a NiMoO^  catalyst with excess MoO^  
Figure 19. Scanning electron micrographs of NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  
(solid state) 
a. magnification = 1506x 
b. magnification = 3210x 
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Figure 20. Scanning electron micrographs of NiMoO^  with excess MoO^  
(solid state) 
a. magnification = 2200x 
b. magnification = 850x 
(a) (b) 
Figure 21. Scanning electron micrographs of impregnated NlMoO^  (10% excess 
NoOg) 
a. magnification = 1077x 
b. magnification = 3440x 

Figure 22. Scanning electron micrographs of impregnated NlMoO^  (2% excess MoO^ ) 
a. magnification = 363x 
b. magnification = 2550x 
(a) (b) 
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characterized with SEM, it was found that separate MoO^  clusters had formed 
at this concentration level. It was also noted that these clusters housed 
free MoO^  particles which had no surface coverage of NiMoO^  (Figure 23). 
Impregnated MoO^  samples were also characterized with SEM. Figure 24 
shows that the surfaces of the MoO^  crystals are cluttered with NiMoO^ . 
Figure 23. Scanning electron micrograph of impregnated NiMoO^  
(55% excess MoO^ ). Magnification = 3210x 
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3.1/i.m 
Figure 24. Scanning electron 
a. magnification 
b. magnification 
micrographs of impregnated MoO^  
= 3210x 
= 3210x 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The multiphase nature of the catalytic system necessitated the use of 
combination of complementary characterization techniques in order to 
acquire a fundamental understanding of the structural and compositional 
characteristics of the catalyst. X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy 
verify that there are no impurities present in precipitated samples 
prepared at pH of 6. Raman spectroscopy (both conventional and microprobe 
techniques) provides very reliable evidence for the absence of MoO^  in 
this sample since MoO^  is an excellent Raman scatterer. When these two 
techniques are combined with x-ray fluorescence analyses, the compositions 
of the precipitated catalysts can be determined with a high degree of 
certainty. Preparation of rigorously pure NiMoO^  (as established by several 
complementary techniques) was essential for the activity measurements 
performed in these studies. Only if pure NiMoO^  samples were available 
could the crucial importance of excess MoO^  be established. 
In samples which were prepared at pH values lower than 6, both NiMoO^  
and MoO^  have been clearly shown to be present (Figures 1 and 3). It has 
also been shown using x-ray fluorescence that the Mo/Ni ratio increases with 
decreasing pH of the precipitation medium (Table 2). This observation has 
been verified by the detection of MoO^  using Raman spectroscopy (Figure 6). 
In this report, this work differs significantly from that of Grimblot 
et al. (23) who report that for samples with molar ratios Mo/Ni > 1, only 
MoOg was detected. Since no indication of the final compositional analysis 
of their samples has been provided, it is not possible to draw any con­
clusions as to why NiMoO^  could not be detected in their samples. Raman 
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spectroscopic characterization experiments have shown that solid state and 
impregnation techniques also can be used to incorporate excess MoO^  
(Figures 4 and 5). 
In order to investigate if there is a change in the lattice parameters 
of NiMoO^  due to the presence of excess MoO^ , diffraction patterns of 
samples with nonstoichiometric compositions were acquired using a Guinnier 
camera (Table 3). The results -show that the lattice structure of NiMoO^  
remains unchanged by the presence of excess MoO^ . The Raman spectroscopy 
measurements were also carried out in the low wavenumber region to investi­
gate perturbation of lattice phonon bands; the Raman evidence supported the 
x-ray results (Figure 7), although the Raman information would not probably 
be conclusive without the Guinier camera experiments. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy provides further insight into the 
nature of these catalysts. The molybdenum 3d binding energies for MoO^  
agree very well with those found in the literature (22). The Ni 2pgy2 
binding energy for MMoO^  also agrees very closely with that reported by 
Grimblot et al. (23) for pure a-NiMoO^  (Table 5). Comparison of the 
molybdenum 3d photoelectron spectra for MoO^ , NiMoO^ , and NiMoO^  samples 
with nonstoichiometric Mo/Ni ratios show that the spectra are virtually 
identical. This result is important in demonstrating that the oxidation 
state and the environmental coordination of molybdenum do not change in 
these samples (Figure 11). The same observation is true for a comparison 
of the nickel 2p photoelectron spectra in pure NiMoO^  and in two NiMoO^  
samples with Mo/Ni ratios larger than 1.0 (Figure 12). The pronounced 
difference which exists between the nickel 2p binding energies of NiMoO^  
and NiO also clearly establishes that there is no NiO present in any 
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samples (Table 5). Since the oxidation states and the structural coordina­
tion of both Mo and Ni are unaffected by the presence of excess MoO^ , the 
possibility of having an entirely new, unanticipated compound formed by the 
various preparation procedures is eliminated. 
Having thus established the presence of both NbO^  and NiMoO^  phases 
in the excess MoO^  samples, it was then determined using scanning electron 
microscopy that these catalysts exhibited a distinct-particle identity. 
The scanning electron micrographs taken on these samples exhibited two 
different types of particles which were easily identified as MoO^  and 
NiMoO^  crystallites (Figure 17). The distinct-particle character of these 
samples was quite apparent in several other excess molybdenum samples, 
regardless of the preparation technique used (Figures 19, 20, and 21). In 
addition to the observation of these distinct phases, it was also observed 
in these micrographs that the surfaces of MoO^  particles were covered with 
a porous material which closely resembled NiMoO^ . When energy dispersive 
x-ray spectrum was taken on a MoO^  particle which had such a surface layer, 
the spectrum clearly showed the presence of nickel on the particle (Figure 
18b). The ratio of the Mo signal to the Ni signal was greater than 
the ratio obtained from the x-ray spectrum of a pure NiMoO^  particle 
(Figure 18a), since the NiMoO^  was only covering the surface of the 
MoO^  crystallite. 
Raman microprobe experiments provided further confirmation of this same 
specific particle state and association. This technique, with its excellent 
spatial resolution, provided both compositional and structural spectroscopic 
information about specific area of the sample; the magnified visual images 
of the sample were also helpful. It was possible to distinguish between 
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the NiMoO^  particles and the primarily MoO^  particles. Figure 9 shows two 
spectra taken from the same sample. In Figure 9b, the laser beam was 
focused on a particle which had the obvious characteristics of NiMoO^ . In 
the other spectrum (Figure 9a), the beam was focused on a hexagonal particle 
which clearly resembled MoO^ . The pronounced difference between the two 
spectra shows not only that the two types of particles detected by SEM 
are structurally different but also that they have different compositions. 
In addition to the evidence presented by energy dispersive x-ray micro­
analysis that nickel is present on the MoO^  particles (Figure 18b), the 
Raman microprobe results clearly show that the small particles adhering 
to the particle surface are identifiable as NiMoO^  with respect to composi­
tion and structure (Figure 9a). The same state of the catalyst was also 
observed for impregnated catalysts. The electron micrographs show a typical 
NiMoO^  structure covering the surface of the MoO^  particles (Figure 24), 
and Raman microprobe results identified this phase as NiMoO^  (Figure 10). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Selective oxidation catalysts typically consist of a mixture of metal 
oxides which are prepared by precipitation techniques. The nature of the 
final calcined state of these catalysts is complex, and a strong dependence 
on preparation procedures is usually exhibited. For the conversion of 
1-butene to maleic anhydride using NiMoO^ -based catalysts, this study has 
indicated that the structural and compositional properties of the catalysts 
must be examined in considerable detail using several complementary 
instrumentation techniques. 
The synthesis and characterization experiments reported here in general 
reveal the potential complexity of metal oxide selective oxidation catalysts. 
Several possible compositional and structural states must be considered. 
Formation of a solid solution of metal oxides is possible: however, neither 
precipitation nor solid state synthesis were shown by x-ray diffraction and 
Raman spectroscopy to produce such behavior for NiMoO^ . Similarly, no new 
compound formation was detected with any of the complementary techniques; 
only NiMoO^  and MoO^  were present in the samples. Formation of a homogeneous 
dispersion of the phases is also a possibility for complex mixed metal 
oxides. Raman microprobe and SEM investigations are powerful methods for 
examining the particulate structure of catalyst powders. In this study, 
distinct crystallites of NiMoO^  and MoO^  have been observed to exist. How­
ever, these investigations have also indicated that a specific state of 
association of the particles is crucial: the surfaces of MoO^  crystallites 
were covered with NiMoO^  particles. Alternative structures—such as a 
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monolayer coverage of polymolybdates on NiMoO^  or an association of MoO^  
crystallites on the NiMoO^  surface—were shown not to exist. 
As a result of this detailed synthesis and characterization, catalytic 
selectivity can be related to a specific state of the metal oxide system. 
This relationship is established in the next paper in this series. 
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SECTION III. NiMoO^  SELECTIVE OXIDATION CATALYSTS CONTAINING EXCESS MoO^  
FOR THE CONVERSION OF C, HYDROCARBONS TO MALEIC ANHYDRIDE: 4 
II. SELECTIVE OXIDATION OF 1-BUTENE 
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ABSTRACT 
The selective oxidation of 1-butene to maleic anhydride over NiMoO^  
catalysts containing "excess" MoO^  was studied using a fixed bed, 
integral reactor system. Activity and selectivity measurements were 
performed using catalysts which had been prepared by precipitation, 
impregnation, or solid state reaction and which had previously undergone 
extensive characterization. The most selective component of the catalyst 
for maleic anydride production was determined to be a MoO^  phase which 
possessed a surface covering of NiMoO^ . Post-reaction characterization 
by laser Raman spectroscopy, Raman microprobe spectroscopy, x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy revealed 
that the catalyst was stable for prolonged reaction times. 
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INTRODUCTION 
At present, maleic anhydride production relies strongly on benzene, 
feedstocks (1,2), but the use of hydrocarbons is desirable for economic 
and environmental reasons. Most of the previous investigations of butane 
and butene conversion have used vanadium-phosphorus-oxygen catalysts (3-7) 
or V^ O^ -MoO^  catalysts (8-10); molybdate catalysts have been the subject 
of far fewer investigations. Pasquon et al. (11) have investigated the 
oxidation of butenes to maleic anhydride on iron molybdate catalysts and 
have attributed the formation of maleic anhydride to the presence of 
adsorbed oxygen on tetrahedrally coordinated molybdenum(V) ions. The same 
argument was forwarded by Trifiro et al. (12, 13) for the oxidation of 
butenes to maleic anhydride on manganese, iron, cobalt, and cadmium 
molybdates. In their study of oxidation of butene over CdMoO^ , Forzatti 
et al. (14) reported formation of only butadiene and carbon oxides. 
Investigations of the selective oxidation of butenes over bismuth molybdate 
catalysts have been restricted to the oxidative dehydrogenation step 
(15-20). 
There have been several reports in the literature indicating the pro­
nounced changes in the catalytic behavior of simple molybdates occur due 
to the incorporation of excess MoO^  (21-28). The number of investigations 
specifically regarding hydrocarbon oxidation to maleic anhydride is very 
limited, however. Mazzocchia et al. (29) reported the oxidation of 
1-butene to maleic anhydride using catalysts which were obtained from 
precursors with the general formula xNiO-yMoO^ 'nH^ O'mNH^ ; active and 
selective catalysts had a composition of y/x > 1. 
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In our previous papers, we have reported the preparation of NiMoO^  
catalysts with excess MoO^  (30) and the results of extensive characteriza­
tion studies (31). The nature of the active form of the catalyst was 
determined using complementary instrumentation techniques. In this paper, 
the catalytic activity and selectivity of NiMoO^  catalysts containing 
excess MoO^  are reported for the selective oxidation of 1-butene to maleic 
anhydride. Catalysts prepared by precipitation, solid state reaction, and 
impregnation techniques (31) were examined. The structural and composi­
tional nature of these catalysts, as revealed by the characterization 
investigations, is related to their distinct catalytic behavior. Partic­
ular importance is ascribed to the unique two-phase, surface-covering 
structure of the catalyst. Characterization of the catalyst following 
reaction is also reported using Raman spectroscopy, Raman microprobe 
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy. 
The fourth paper in this series (32) will discuss the selective oxida­
tion of butadiene and furan using the same catalytic system. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Catalyst Preparation 
Pure NiMoO^  was synthesized by precipitation using the procedure 
outlined previously (30). Catalysts containing excess MoO^  were prepared 
by precipitation, solid state reaction, and impregnation techniques, as 
described by Ozkan and Schrader (31). 
Catalytic Activity and Selectivity Measurements 
Selective oxidation reaction experiments were performed using a 
continuous-flow, fixed bed reactor system. The reactor was operated in an 
integral mode. The composition and flow rate of the gas feed mixture were 
measured and controlled using Tylan mass flow controllers (model FC260) 
which were calibrated for each of the specific gases. Figure 1 shows the 
flow chart of the gas feed unit. The cylindrical reactor was constructed 
of 316 stainless steel with an inner diameter of 1/2 inch and an outer 
diameter of 1 inch (Figure 2). The length of the reactor was 15 inches; 
the actual length of the catalyst bed was 9 inches since the top and bottom 
3 inch sections of the reactor were packed with an inert material (SiC). 
The reactor was equipped with 13 subminiature thermocouple probe assemblies 
(Omega Engineering) for monitoring the temperature in the reactor radially 
and axially. The reactor was also divided into seven individual heating 
zones, and each zone was equipped with an independently controlled 
resistance element. The entire reactor and the feed mixture preheater 
coil were imbedded in a fluidized sand bath for additional heating. 
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A four-column gas chromatograph (Antek 300) was employed for composi­
tional analysis of feed and product mixtures (Figure 3). The chromatograph 
was equipped with two flame ionization detectors, one thermal conductivity 
detector, and three heated sampling valves. All the exit lines from the 
reactor were heated to 130°C to prevent product condensation. 
The reactor was packed with the catalyst and with silicon carbide 
which served as a diluent. The catalyst bed consisted of 2 grams of 
catalyst and 40 grams of SiC mixed homogeneously. Both the catalyst and 
SiC particles were in the 2 mm size range. The reactor conditions which 
were kept constant for all runs were as follows: oxygen partial pressure— 
0.176 atm; 1-butene partial pressure—0.017 atm; nitrogen partial 
pressure—0.807 atm; reaction temperature—480°C; volumetric flow rate 
of 1-butene—1200 standard cubic centimeters/hr; total molar flow rate'— 
3.15 g-moles/hr. 
The percent conversion for these studies is defined as 
moles of butene consumed -.nn», 
—: T-r—: :—z—]— X 100% 
moles of butene in feed 
where isomerization products are not included in the conversion. 
The percent selectivity of product A is defined as 
moles of A produced 1 
: —— ^ T X — X 100/4 
moles of butene consumed y 
where y is the ratio of number of C atoms in the reactant to the number 
of C atoms in the product. 
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The yield of product A is defined as 
moles of A produced 
—: J- ,  ^ —:—z—T X 100%. 
moles of butene in feed 
The rate of disappearance of butene is based on the initial surface 
area of the catalyst. 
Post-Reaction Characterization Techniques 
Post-reaction characterization investigations were conducted using 
laser Raman spectroscopy, Raman microprobe spectroscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Raman spectra were 
obtained using a Spex 1403 laser Raman spectrometer. Raman microprobe 
experiments were conducted using a Spex 1482 Micromate illuminator. SEM 
investigations were performed with a JEOL Model JSM-U3 scanning electron 
microscope. The x-ray photoelectron spectra of the catalysts were obtained 
using an AIE 200B spectrometer. Detailed descriptions of the techniques 
and data acquisition parameters were reported previously (31). 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Selectivity and Activity Measurements for 1-Butene Oxidation 
Selectivity of precipitated NiMoO^  catalysts 
Selectivity measurements for pure NiMoO^  and MoO^  indicated that both 
compounds were completely nonselective for maleic anhydride formation; 
but, the incorporation of excess MoO^  into NiMoO^  caused a dramatic change 
in catalytic performance. Figure 4 shows the change in the selectivity 
for various reaction products as a function of the excess MoO^  concentra­
tion. The NiMoO^  samples with varying MoO^  concentrations were obtained 
by precipitation at various pHs (30). The selectivity for maleic anhydride 
production goes through a maximum with increasing percentages of excess 
MoO^ —the maximum occurring at 15% excess MoO^ . The selectivities for 
1,3-butadiene and furan production go through minima with increasing per­
centages of excess MoO^ . The selectivity for carbon oxides, also, goes 
through a minimum; the minimum coincides with the maximum for maleic 
anhydride selectivity. 
Table 1 provides yields for these catalysts, based on equal weights 
of catalysts present in the reactor. Included are the rates of disappear­
ance of butene for precipitated NiMoO^  catalysts and for MoO^ . The highest 
yield of maleic anhydride is again achieved using the NiMoO^  catalyst con­
taining 15% excess MoO^ . The rate of disappearance of butene shows an 
increase with increasing percentages of excess MoO^ ; a decrease is observed 
for pure MoO^ . A comparison of the rates of the two pure compounds shows 
that MoO^  is more active than is NiMoO^ , based on unit surface area. 
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1-butene 
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maleic anhydride 
-o-COx 
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pure NiMo04 pure MoO, 
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Figure' 4. Selective oxidation of 1-butene over precipitated NiMoO^  
catalysts as a function of excess MoO^  concentration 
Table 1. Comparison of yields and rates of disappearance of butene for precipitated NiMoO^  catalysts 
and pure MoO^  
% yield Pure NiMoO, NiMoO, with 4 
15% excess MoO. 
NiMoO. with 40% NiMoO, with 55% Eure MoO-
4 4 3 
excess MoO, excess MoO. 
1,3-butadiene 
furan 
maleic anhydride 
carbon oxides 
11.50 
1.13 
0 .00  
33.66 
4.68 
1.03 
20.09 
12.83 
4.19 
0.92 
18.42 
17.73 
4.37 
0.94 
16.40 
18.75 
2.03 
0.14 
0.00 
2.71 
rate of disappearance 6.91 x 10 
of butene 
2 (g-moles/min-ra ) 
-6 9.06 X 10 -6 1.28 X 10 -5 1.59 X 10 -5 1.13 X 10 -5 
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Selectivity of impregnated NiMoO^  
Pure NiMoO^  samples were impregnated with an ammonium heptamolybdate 
solution to obtain various levels of excess MoO^  (2-55%). Figure 5 shows 
the selectivities for the important reaction products as a function of 
excess MoO^  concentration. Similar to precipitated samples, the selec­
tivity for maleic anhydride production goes through a maximum (occurring 
at 15% excess MoO^  concentration). The maximum selectivity is 35.6%. 
Since the impregnation technique permits much better control over the 
amount of excess MoO^  incorporated, it is possible to synthesize samples 
with low excess MoO^  concentrations. One interesting feature of the 
results is that the NiMoO^  catalyst containing only 2% excess MoO^  produces 
no maleic anhydride. 
The selectivity for carbon oxides also passes through a minimum, which 
occurs at 15% excess MoO^ . The selectivities for furan and butadiene pro­
duction go through minima similar to the ones observed for the precipitated 
catalysts. 
Selectivity of impregnated MoO^  
Selectivity measurements were conducted on impregnated MoO^  samples 
which were prepared as described previously (31). Table 2 shows a compar­
ison of the selectivities for pure MoO^  and for impregnated MoO^ . Results 
clearly demonstrate the sudden rise in selectivity for maleic anhydride 
production for impregnated NiMoO^ . There is simultaneously a pronounced 
decrease in selectivity for carbon oxides. 
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Figure 5. Selective oxidation of 1-butene over impregnated NiMoO^  
catalysts as a function of excess MoO^  concentration 
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Table 2. Comparison of selectivities for pure MoO^  and impregnated MoO^  
(15% excess NiMoO^ ) 
Pure MoO^  Impregnated MoO^  
1,3-butadiene 26.64 19.29 
furan 1.84 2.19 
maleic anhydride 0.0 22.10 
carbon oxides 35.56 19.95 
% conversion 7.62 22.81 
Selectivity of NiMoO^  catalysts prepared by solid state reaction 
Reactor experiments conducted using catalysts prepared by solid state 
technique showed that this technique also is an effective method for in­
corporating excess MoO^  into NiMoO^ . Table 3 shows comparison of 
catalysts prepared by three different teehuiques. All catalysts contain 
15% excess MoO^ . It is seen that impregnation of NiMoO^  gives the highest 
selectivity for maleic anhydride. 
Stability of Catalysts 
In order to test the stability of the catalysts, experiments were 
conducted using NiMoO^  samples with excess MoO^  where the reaction run was 
continued for 200 hours. Upon reaching steady state (typically after 8 
hours), no change was observed in the activity of the catalyst or in the 
product distribution. 
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Table 3. Comparison of selectivities for catalysts prepared by different 
techniques (15% excess MoO^ ) 
Precipitation Impregnation Solid state 
of NiMoO, 4 
1,3-butadiene 6.99 2.84 4.19 
furan 1.54 0.72 0.96 
maleic anhydride 30.00 35.63 29.41 
carbon oxides 19.16 22.44 31.52 
% conversion 66.96 86.88 79.60 
Characterization of Used Catalysts 
Following reaction, catalysts were cooled to room temperature while 
the feed gas mixture continued to flow through the reactor. Thus, they 
were not exposed to air until they were at room temperature. The color 
of the catalyst particles was dark grey after reaction, compared to the 
yellow color of the fresh catalyst. No attrition of the catalyst particles 
was observed. 
Raman spectroscopy 
Catalysts were characterized using Raman spectroscopy after being 
crushed into powder. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the Raman spectra 
obtained from a 15% excess precipitated catalyst before (6a) and after 
being used in the reactor (6b). The spectra indicate that no change 
occurred in the band positions after the reaction. Another important 
spectral feature is that the relative intensities of the MoO^  bands and 
the NiMoO, bands remain the same. 
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Figure 6. Raman spectra of precipitated NiMoO^  (15% excess MoO^ ) 
a. before reaction 
b. after reaction 
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Raman microprobe spectroscopy 
Raman microprobe studies indicated that the catalyst structural 
features revealed in our previous characterization studies (31) remain 
unchanged after reaction. Used catalysts—similar to the fresh ones— 
exhibited a separate particle identity in that the separate MoO^  and 
NiMoO^  crystallites, were apparent. It was also observed that a NiMoO^  
structure "decorated" the surfaces of MoO^  crystallites; this phenomenon 
was clearly established during characterization of the fresh catalysts. 
Figure 7 shows two post-reaction microprobe spectra obtained from a 
catalyst prepared by precipitation containing 15% excess MoO^ . The bottom 
spectrum (7b) was obtained by focusing the laser beam on a particle which 
has the general appearance of a NiMoO^  particle. It has no indication of 
the presence of any MoO^ . Figure 7a is the spectrum taken on a particle 
which had the typical MoO^  crystalline shape. The spectrum exhibits Raman 
bands corresponding to both MoO^  and NiMoO^ . 
Scanning electron microscopy 
Following reaction, catalysts were also characterized with scanning 
electron microscopy. The two-phase nature of the catalyst was apparent 
after the reaction as well. Figure 8a shows separate NiMoO^  and MoO^  
particles distinctly. Figure 8b is a close-up of a MoO^  particle which 
clearly shows the NiMoO^  structure partially covering the surface. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
Catalysts were characterized by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
following reaction, but no change in the oxidation states of Mo and Ni was 
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Figure 7. Raman microprobe spectra of used catalyst' (precipitation, 15% 
excess MoO^ ) 
a. NiMoO^  particle 
b. MoO^  particle 
Figure 8. Scanning electron micrographs of precipitated NiMoO^  catalyst 
(15% excess MoO^ ) after reaction 
a. magnification = 385 x 
b. magnification = 1134 x 
(q) («) 
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observed. Table 4 lists the Mo 3d and Ni 2p binding energies for fresh 
and spent catalysts. Figures 9 and 10 provide the Mo 3d and Ni 2p x-ray 
photoelectron spectra, respectively, for fresh and spent catalysts. 
Table 4. Photoelectron spectra binding energies for NiMoO^  catalysts 
containing excess MoO^  before and after reaction (eV) 
Mo 3d^ y2 Mo 3d^ y^  Ni 2p^ y^  Ni 2p^ y^  
Before reaction 232.7 235.9 855.7 873.4 
After reaction 232.6 235.8 855.5 873.2 
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240 238 236 234 232 230 228 
Binding energy (eV) 
Figure 9. Mo 3d photoelectron spectra of impregnated NiMoO^  (35% excess 
MoO^ ) 
a. before reaction 
b. after reaction 
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Binding energy (eV) 
Figure 10. Ni 2p photoelectron spectra of impregnated NiMoO^  (35% excess 
MoO ) 
a. before reaction 
b. after reaction 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Reaction kinetics experiments with NiMoO^  catalysts containing excess 
MoO^  have clearly shown that the presence of excess MoO^  is the key factor 
in determining the selectivity for maleic anhydride. Studies with 
catalysts prepared by all three techniques (precipitation, solid state 
reaction, and impregnation) have shown that the presence of MoO^  is 
essential in order to achieve selectivity for maleic anhydride, regardless 
of the technique used for incorporating the excess MoO^ . 
However, the precise form of this excess MoO^  is crucial. In order 
to rule out the possibility that the reason for the high maleic anhydride 
selectivity was merely the coexistence of NiMoO^  and MoO^  in the reactor 
bed, a set of experiments was conducted which involved packing the reactor 
with separate particles of NiMoO^  and MoO^ . NiMoO^  and MoO^  particles were 
separated by SiC particles such that no contact was allowed between the two 
compounds. The overall concentration of each compound was adjusted to have 
a total of 15% excess MoO^  present in the bed. Table 5 shows the 
Table 5. Selectivity measurements on a catalyst bed consisting of separate 
particles of NoO^  and NiMoO^  
Product % Selectivity 
1,3-butadiene 19.21 
furan 1.48 
maleic anhydride 0.0 
carbon oxides 53.24 
% conversion 60.95 
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selectivity measurements taken using this catalyst bed. Similar to pure 
NiMoO^  and pure MoO^ , this packing provided no conversion to maleic 
anhydride. Clearly, the cause of the dramatic change in selectivity was 
not the mere coexistence of the two compounds in the reactor. 
When the results of the activity and selectivity experiments are 
combined with the synthesis and characterization investigations reported 
previously (30, 31), the true significance of the specific structural 
arrangement observed for these catalysts becomes more apparent. Our 
results indicate that the cause of the very pronounced change in selec­
tivity by the incorporation of excess MoO^  is the formation of a specific 
arrangement of the phases which provides a close contact between MoO^  and 
NiMoO^ . Most clearly apparent is a NiMoO^  structure covering or "dec­
orating" the surfaces of MoO^  crystallites. This structure was detected 
in all catalyst samples which showed selectivity for maleic anhydride 
production; no other structures (except for NiMoO^  and MoO^ ) were observed 
using the extensive array of spectroscopic characterization. 
The reactor experiments conducted using impregnated catalysts indi­
cated that no formation of maleic anhydride occurred with the use of a 
catalyst having a 2% excess MoO^  concentration. Raman spectra of these 
samples have very weak bands corresponding to MoO^ ; the concentration of 
this MoO^  is so small, however, that its effect on catalytic behavior is 
insignificant. As the percentage of excess MoO^  increases, more and more 
MoO^  particles separate out with NiMoO^  layers covering their surfaces. 
Therefore, the extent of the contact between the two phases increases 
dramatically, with a resulting increase in selectivity. 
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When samples with a high MoO^  concentration were characterized by 
scanning electron microscopy, it was found that separate MoO^  clusters 
had formed. It was also noted that these clusters housed "free" MoO^  
particles which had no surface coverage of NiMoO^  (31). This observation 
explained the gradual decline in selectivity with increasing percentages 
of excess MoO^ . The reason for the gradual decline is the fact that there 
are two competing effects being imposed on the system as the amount of 
excess MoO^  is increased. One is an enhancement of the maleic anhydride 
selectivity due to the increased contact between the two phases. The 
other is an adverse effect resulting from an increased presence of MoO^  
clusters and "free" MoO^  surfaces which are nonselective. The selectivity 
measurements conducted on impregnated MoO^  samples provide further support 
for interpretation by showing that presence of NiMoO^  on MoO^  crystallites 
is essential for achieving selectivity for maleic anhydride. 
Studies with NiMoO^  catalysts prepared by the three different tech­
niques have also provided some insight into the formation of the regions 
of contact between the two compounds. The fact that all three preparation 
techniques demonstrate a similar trend in selectivity eliminates the 
possibility that the cause of this sudden change in selectivity is a 
specific arrangement taking place during the precipitation stage. It is 
more likely that coverage of the MoO^  surfaces by NiMoO^  takes place during 
calcination, which is a preparation step common to all techniques. 
The characterization of catalysts following reaction shows no indica­
tion of any significant chemical or structural change. The level of 
excess MoO^  remains constant while the catalyst preserves its two-phase 
nature. The x-ray photoelectron spectra results indicated that carbon 
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deposition occurred on the surface, which could partly account for the 
color change. No reduction of the surface was detected with any of the 
techniques used. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In our studies of NiMoO^  catalysts containing excess MoO^ , it has 
been clearly established that the structural requirement for a selective 
maleic anhydride catalyst is the presence of NiMoO^  adhering to the 
surface of MoO^  crystallites. Complementary characterization techniques 
have revealed that precipitation, solid state reaction, and impregnation 
techniques can be used to generate this structure. These techniques also 
reveal that the active catalyst is stable for reaction times up to 200 
hours. 
The reactor experiments provide a better understanding of the reac­
tion pathway, the reaction intermediates, and the role of different 
catalyst components. Our results indicate that the two major compounds 
produced—other than maleic anhydride and CO^ —are 1,3-butadiene and 
furan. Selectivity for both of these products passes through minima with 
increasing percentages of excess MoO^ , suggesting that 1,3-butadiene and 
furan are likely intermediates in the formation of maleic anhydride. The 
fact that the selectivity for maleic anhydride decreases as the amount of 
carbon oxides increases seems to indicate that the formation of maleic 
anhydride and the formation of carbon oxides are competing reactions; 
the selectivity for maleic anhydride is determined by these competing 
rates. The selectivity results show that carbon oxides (CO^ ) are the 
major product for both NiMoO^  and MoO^  in their pure form, but MoO^  has 
a higher activity than NiMoO^ . Therefore, MoO^  is capable of oxidizing 
hydrocarbons more readily. It is possible that the presence of NiMoO^  on 
MoO^  can have a moderating effect on the complete oxidation reactions. 
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and thereby significantly alter the catalytic behavior. If MoO^  is 
capable of forming maleic anhydride from possible intermediates such 
as 1,3-butadiene or furan, then it would seem to suggest that the com­
peting reactions—formation of CO^  and formation of maleic anhydride— 
take place on different catalytic sites on MoO^ . The presence of NiMoO^  
on 'MoO^  may alter the selectivity in favor of maleic anhydride by 
selectively blocking the complete oxidation sites. It is possible that 
NiMoO^  effectively acts as an inhibitor, since it is considerably less 
active than MoO^ . It would also seem likely that formation of 1,3-
butadiene from 1-butene takes place on NiMoO^ , giving it a multifunctional 
role in the catalysis. 
Although butene oxidation experiments provide valuable information 
about the catalytic behavior as well as the reaction scheme, they alone 
are not completely definitive. In the fourth article in this series (32), 
results of activity and selectivity measurements for the same catalytic 
system using 1,3-butadiene and furan as the feedstocks will be reported. 
More information concerning possible reaction networks, reaction inter­
mediates, and catalytic functions for the components of the catalyst will 
be provided. 
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SECTION IV. NiMoO^  SELECTIVE OXIDATION CATALYSTS CONTAINING EXCESS MoO^  
FOR THE CONVERSION OF C, HYDROCARBONS TO MALEIC ANHYDRIDE: 4 
III. SELECTIVE OXIDATION OF 1,3-BUTADIENE AND FURAN 
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INTRODUCTION 
The catalytic selective oxidation of hydrocarbons has been reported 
widely in the literature. Vanadium oxide catalysts (usually with phos­
phorus present) and molybdenum oxide catalysts (incorporating other 
transition metals to form simple molybdates) have been frequently employed 
in these studies (1-7). The hydrocarbon reactants which have been used 
include 1-butene, 1,3-butadiene and furan. A commercially important 
product potentially resulting from such oxidation processes is maleic 
anhydride. 
One of the earliest investigations of a hydrocarbon oxidation to 
maleic anhydride was reported by Moldavskii and Kernos (8). For Mo-Co, 
V-P, and Mo-P catalysts, a much higher yield of maleic anhydride was 
obtained when butadiene rather than butene was used as the reactant feed­
stock. Akimoto and Echigoya (9, 10) examined the oxidation of 1-butene 
and 1,3-butadiene using molybdena-titania catalysts; maleic anhydride was 
believed to be formed from butadiene adsorbed on Mo^ "^  sites, in contrast 
to COg formation resulting from butadiene adsorbed on Ti^  ^sites. Brkic 
and Trifiro (6) studied the reaction of 1-butene and 1,3-butadiene over 
V-P-0 catalysts and have proposed a reaction pathway involving conversion 
of 1-butene to 1,3-butadiene by a redox mechanism utilizing lattice oxygen. 
Subsequent conversion of butadiene to maleic anhydride was believed to 
occur on another site involving an adsorbed oxygen species. The role of 
the partial pressure of oxygen in the oxidation of 1-butene and butadiene 
to maleic anhydride for V-P-0 catalysts has been examined by Cavani et al. 
(11). Their model for the reaction pathway involves butadiene and furan 
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as intermediate products. Ai (12) proposed the same reaction scheme for 
butene, butadiene and furan oxidation over and ^ 2^ 5~^ 2'^ 5 
He also indicated the formation of side products (mainly CO^  and some 
polymers) in each step and concluded that each intermediate step had 
different rates for the conversion to partially oxygenated products as 
compared to the conversion to side products. Ai and Suzuki (13) discussed 
the same reaction pathway involving the consecutive steps 
"kh " " V^ OCads) -
for their studies of butene, butadiene, and furan oxidation over MoO^ -P^ O^  
catalysts containing Bi^ O^ . 
These studies of hydrocarbon oxidation generally indicate that the 
following reaction pathway should be considered; 
butene ->• butadiene furan \  ^  ^ anhydride 
side products side products side products 
Detailed kinetic investigations of the mechanisms of these reactions have 
yet to be performed, but useful information about the performance of a 
catalyst for maleic anhydride synthesis can be obtained by using these 
various hydrocarbons which are capable of being converted to maleic 
anhydride. Previously, we have reported the conversion of 1-butene to 
maleic anhydride using nickel molybdate catalysts containing excess MoO^ ; 
substantial amounts of butadiene and furan are formed in this conversion. 
In this paper, we report the results of using butadiene and furan as feed­
stocks. 
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In the first two papers of this series, detailed preparation and 
characterization studies of NiMoO^  catalysts containing excess MoO^  were 
reported (14, 15). In the third paper (16), the results of the oxidation 
of 1-butene to maleic anhydride over these catalysts was presented, 
together with post-reaction catalyst characterization. Our previous work 
has shown that the structural requirement for high maleic anhydride 
selectivity is the presence of a surface layer of NiMoO^  adhering to MoO^  
crystallites. It was also indicated that the components of the selective 
catalyst have different roles in butene oxidation to maleic anhydride. 
In the present paper, we report the results of a similar investigation 
of the oxidation of 1,3-butadiene and furan. An emphasis is placed on 
the catalytic function of the catalyst phases in a complex reaction path­
way, such as previously proposed for hydrocarbon oxidation. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Catalyst Preparation 
Pure NiMoO^  was synthesized by precipitation using the procedure 
outlined in the first paper of this series (14). Catalysts containing 
excess MoO^  were prepared by precipitation, impregnation and solid state 
reaction, also as described previously (15). 
Catalytic Activity and Selectivity Measurements 
Selective oxidation reaction experiments were performed using a 
continuous integral fixed bed reactor system (16). The composition and 
flow rate of the gas feed mixture, consisting of oxygen, nitrogen and 
1,3-butadiene were maintained using Tylan mass flow controllers. In furan 
oxidation experiments, a syringe pump (Sage Instruments, Model 341A) was 
used to introduce furan into the feed stream followed by evaporation in a 
heating chamber. For activity measurements, a reactor was used which had 
an inner diameter of h" and a length of 15"; the catalyst bed was 9" long. 
The reactor was designed to permit zone heating with the use of several 
heating elements. The temperature in the reactor could be monitored 
radially and axially. Compositional analysis of the feed and product gas 
mixtures were conducted using gas chromatography as described previously 
(16). 
For butadiene studies, the following reactor parameters were constant: 
oxygen partial pressure—0.176 atm; 1,3-butadiene partial pressure—0.017 
atm; nitrogen partial pressure—0.807 atm; total molar flow rate 3.15 
gmoles/hr; volumetric flow rate of 1,3-butadiene—1200 standard cubic 
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centimeters/hr; reaction temperature—480°C. For furan oxidation, a 
lower hydrocarbon concentration was used; the following parameters were 
constant: oxygen partial pressure—0.178 atm; furan partial pressure— 
0.008 atm; nitrogen partial pressure—0.814 atm; total molar flow rate— 
3.12 gmoles/hr; volumetric flow rate of furan—559 standard cubic centi­
meters/hr; reaction temperature—480°C. 
Conversion and selectivity measurements were taken after steady 
state was reached, which in most cases was 8 hours. 
The percent conversion for feed hydrocarbon HC is defined as 
moles of HC consumed  ^
moles of HC in feed  ^
The percent selectivity of product A is defined as 
moles of A produced 1 
—; c TTr. T X — X 100%. 
moles of HC consumed y 
where y is the ratio of number of C atoms in the reactant to the number 
of C atoms in the product. 
The percent yield of product A is defined as 
moles of A produced 1 
moles of HC in feed ^  y ^  
The rate of disappearance of hydrocarbon is based on the unit surface 
area of the catalyst. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Activity and Selectivity Measurements 
for 1,3-Butadiene Oxidation 
Similar to the 1-butene oxidation experiments, the results for the 
oxidation of butadiene by NiMoO^  and MoO^  show that the pure form of these 
catalysts produces the highest yields of carbon oxides. It was also noted 
that NiMoO^  yielded no maleic anhydride; for MoO^ , maleic anhydride was 
produced in smaller quantities than all but the minor side products. In 
contrast, samples containing excess MoO^  possessed high maleic anhydride 
selectivity, while producing small amounts of CO^ . 
Figure 1 shows the variation in the selectivities for the major reac­
tion products as a function of the excess MoO^  concentration (precipitated 
catalysts). The selectivity for maleic anhydride goes through a maximum 
as the percentage of excess MoO^  is increased, with the maximum occurring 
at 15%. The selectivity for CO^  similarly goes through a minimum, 
coinciding at the same catalyst composition as the maximum for the maleic 
anhydride selectivity. Furan selectivity goes through a much broader 
minimum. 
Table 1 provides the yields of reaction products (equal weights of 
catalyst being present in the reactor). Again, the highest yield of 
maleic anhydride results from using the catalyst containing 15% excess 
MoO^ . 
Table 2 shows the rate of disappearance of 1j3-butadiene and the rate 
of formation of CO^  for catalysts of various compositions. A comparison 
of the rates of disappearance of 1,3-butadiene shows that the activity 
increases with increasing percentages of excess MoO^ . Pure MoO^  is the 
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1,3-butadiene 
Selectivity 
-A- maieic anhydride 
furan 60 
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Mole % Excess MoO 
Figure 1. Selective oxidation of 1,3-butadiene over precipitated 
NiMoO^  catalysts as a function of excess MoO^  concentration 
Table 1. Comparison of yields for precipitated NiMoO^  catalysts and pure MoO^  in 1,3-butadiene 
oxidation 
% yield Pure NiMoO, NiMoO, with 15% NlMoO, with 40% NiMoO, with 55% Pure 4 4 4 4 
excess MoO^  excess MoO^  excess MoO^  3 
furan 2.68 3.09 2.74 3.17 2.45 
maleic anhydride 0.00 32.47 25.48 23.86 1.74 
CO 37.30 16.80 22.48 23.30 6.80 
Table 2. Comparison of rates of disappearance of 1,3-butadiene and rates of formation of CO^  for 
precipitated NiMoO^  catalysts and MoO^  in 1,3-butadiene oxidation 
Pure NiMoO, NlMoO, with 15% NiMoO. with 40% NiMoO, with 55% Pure MoO_ 
4 4 4 4 3 
excess MoO^  excess MoO^  excess MoO^  
rate of 
disappearance 
of 1,3-butadiene 
(gmoles/min-m^ ) 7.88 x lO"^  1,08 x lO"^  1.51 x 10~^  1.88 x lO"^  2.84 x 10~^  
rate of 
formation of 
cQx 
(gmoles/min-m^ ) 1.80 x 10 ^  9.08 x 10 ^  1.50 x 10 ^  2,08 x 10 ^  4.04 x 10 ^  
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most active catalyst for butadiene oxidation, but it is apparent from the 
rates of formation of CO^  that the high activity of MoO^  is an indication 
of its tendency to promote complete oxidation. The rate of formation of 
CO^  is observed to pass through a minimum as a function of excess MoO^  
concentration, indicating that pure compounds have the greatest tendency 
for complete combustion; intermediate catalyst compositions are more 
selective for partial oxidation products. 
Figure 2 shows the change in the selectivity of impregnated NiMoO^  
catalysts containing different amounts of excess MoO^ . The selectivity 
for maleic anhydride is zero for pure NiMoO^ , and it remains at zero up 
to a 2% excess MoO^  concentration. With increasing MoO^  concentrations, 
the selectivity rises to a maximum at 15% and then declines gradually. 
The conversion to CO^ , on the other hand, drops sharply until it reaches 
a minimum at 15% excess MoO^  concentration; the amount of CO^  produced 
increases with the presence of more MoO^ . The selectivity for furan 
exhibits a minimum similar to the one observed for precipitated catalysts. 
Selectivity measurements were conducted on MoO^  samples which were 
impregnated with NiMoO^ , prepared as described previously by Ozkan and 
Schrader (16). Table 3 shows a comparison of the selectivities for pure 
and impregnated MoO^  samples. Impregnated MoO^  samples have a much 
higher selectivity for maleic anhydride than pure MoO^ . It is also 
apparent that the tendency for complete oxidation exhibited by pure MoO^  
decreases decidedly when MoO^  is impregnated with NiMoO^ . 
Similar to the catalyst studies involving butene oxidation, it was 
possible to prepare NiMoO^  catalysts by solid state reaction which also 
had a high selectivity for 1,3-butadiene conversion to maleic anhydride. 
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Selectivity 
—6-maleic anhydride 
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Figure 2. Selective oxidation of 1,3-butadiene over impregnated NiMoO^  
catalysts as a function of excess MoO^  concentration 
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Table 3. Comparison of selectivities for pure MoO^  and impregnated MoO^  
in 1,3-butadiene oxidation 
Pure MoOg Impregnated MoO^  
furan 12.85 9.63 
maleic anhydride 9.12 34.44 
CO 35.66 20.19 
X 
Table 4. Comparison of selectivities for catalysts prepared by different 
techniques (15% excess MoO^ ) in 1,3-butadiene oxidation 
Precipitation Impregnation Solid state reaction 
furan 3.87 1.53 3.21 
maleic 
anhydride 40.66 38.62 35.23 
CO 21.04 25.12 28.06 
X 
Table 4 presents a comparison of the selectivities of catalysts prepared 
by these different synthesis techniques. All three techniques produced 
catalysts having a selectivity for maleic anhydride greater than 35%, but 
catalysts prepared by precipitation and impregnation generally tended to 
have a slightly higher selectivity than those prepared by solid state 
reaction. 
Activity and Selectivity Measurements 
for Furan Oxidation 
Furan has also been suggested as a possible reaction pathway inter­
mediate for 1-butene oxidation, and therefore experiments were conducted 
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using furan as the reactor feed. Table 5 shows product yields for pure 
NiMoO^ , pure MoO^ , and a precipitated NiMoO^  sample containing 15% excess 
MoO^ . It is seen that both NiMoO^  and MoO^  produce only very small yields 
of maleic anhydride from furan. NiMoO^  has a very low selectivity for 
maleic anhydride; a high conversion (combustion) of furan to CO^  is 
observed. Pure MoO^  has a higher selectivity for maleic anhydride than 
does pure NiMoO^ , but its highest selectivity is still for CO^ . In 
comparison, the catalyst containing excess MoO^  yields maleic anhydride 
as the major product; a much lower conversion to CO^  is observed. 
In Table 6, a comparison is given involving the rate of disappearance 
of furan and the rate of formation of CO^  for pure NiMoO^ , pure MoO^ , and 
NiMoO^  with 15% excess MoO^ . Pure MoO^  is much more active than pure 
NiMoO^ . It is also noted that pure MoO^  has the highest rate of CO^  
formation, indicating that it has a greater tendency for complete oxida­
tion. 
Reactivities of Butene, Butadiene and Furan 
for Complete and Selective Oxidation 
When the yields of CO^  for pure NiMoO^  catalysts were compared for 
different hydrocarbon feeds (Table 7), the CO^  yield was observed to 
follow the order butene < butadiene < furan (16). Although the same trend 
was observed for pure MoO^ , the increase was much more dramatic. Table 7 
shows the ratio of the CO yield in butadiene oxidation to the CO yield 
X X 
in butene oxidation and also the ratio of CO yield in furan oxidation 
X 
to the CO yield in butadiene oxidation. 
X 
The reactant conversion also increases in the order butene < butadiene 
< furan for both pure MoO^  and NiMoO^ . Table 8 shows the ratio of 
Table 5. Comparison of yields and selectlvities for pure NiMoO^ , pure MoO^  and precipitated NiMoO^  
containing 15% excess MoO^  in furan oxidation 
NiMoO, MoO„ NiMoO, with 15% excess MoO_ 4 3 
% yield % selectivity % yield % selectivity % yield % selectivity 
maleic 
anhydride 1.40 1. 72 11.97 23.54 51.97 52. 72 
CO 
X 
55.33 68.17 38.87 76.45 37.42 37.96 
overall 
conversion 81.16 50.84 98.58 
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Table 6. Comparison of rates of disappearance of furan and rates of 
fomation of CO for NiHoO,, I'loO, and Nil'IoO, wiLh 15% excess 
X 4 3 4 
MoOg in furan oxidation 
NiMoO. MoO„ NiMoO, with 15% 4 3 4 
excess MoO^  
rate of 
disappearance 
of furan 
(gmoles/min-m ) 4.34 x 10 ^  3.65 x 10 ^  6.26 x 10~^  
rate of 
formation of 
CO 
 ^ 2 —5 (gmoles/min-m ) 1.18 x 10 1.12 X 10"4 9.52 X 10"* 
Table 7. Comparison of CO^  yields in butene, butadiene and furan oxida­
tion for pure MoO^  and pure NiMoO^  
Yield of CO in C,H, oxidation Yield of CO in C,H,0 oxidation 
X 4_6 X 4_4 
Yield of CO in C.H_ oxidation Yield of CO in C,H, oxidation 
X 4 8 X 4 6 
NiMoO, 1.11 1.48 4 
MoOg 2.51 5.72 
Table 8. Comparison of % overall conversions in butene, butadiene and 
furan oxidation for pure MoO^  and pure NiMoO^  
% conversion in C.H, oxidation % conversion in C,H,0 oxidation 4 6 4 4 
% conversion in C.H. oxidation % conversion in C.H, oxidation 
4 o 4 0 
NiMoO, 
4 
M0O3 
1.14 
2.50 
1.24 
2 . 6 6  
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butadiene conversion to butane conversion and the ratio of furan conver­
sion to butadiene conversion. Again the increase in MoO^  is much 
sharper than in NiMoO^ . Another important observation revealed by these 
ratios is that the increase in conversion from butadiene to furan is 
close to 3 fold for MoO^  while the CO^  yield increases almost 6 times. 
This observation shows that the tendency of MoO^  for complete oxidation 
increases much more rapidly than its overall activity for this series 
of reactants. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Selective oxidation studies conducted with three different hydro­
carbon feeds have shown that NiMoO^  catalysts containing excess MoO^  
have the highest selectivity for maleic anhydride regardless of the 
hydrocarbon reactant used. Pure compounds (NiMoO^  and MoO^ ) show either 
no conversion to maleic anhydride or very poor selectivity; catalysts 
with excess MoO^  have shown a high selectivity for maleic anhydride using 
1-butene, 1,3-butadiene, and furan. 
Our previous characterization investigations of these catalysts (15) 
have shown that they exhibit a two-phase nature. The most striking 
structural characteristic is the coverage of MoO^  crystallite surfaces by 
NiMoO^ . The activity and selectivity studies with these three different 
feed materials have shown that MoO^  surfaces which are "decorated" with 
NiMoO^  are essential for achieving maleic anhydride selectivity. 
Having established the existence of a similar catalyst structural 
feature for the selective oxidation of this series of hydrocarbons, 
there remains the crucial question of how this structural arrangement 
achieves the dramatic change in the catalytic behavior. The reactor 
studies indicate that this question should be approached from a considera­
tion of the job distribution between various components of the catalyst. 
Our results have shown that oxidative dehydrogenation of 1-butene to 
1,3-butadiene does not occur on pure NiMoO^  (16). There are several 
examples of allylic oxidation of butenes to butadiene on simple molybdates 
reported in the literature (17-19). The results also indicate that pure 
MoO^  is capable of forming maleic anhydride from 1,3-butadiene (although 
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in small amount); NiMoO^  produces no maleic anhydride from butadiene. The 
fact that MoOg gives some conversion to maleic anhydride from 1,3-butadiene 
and from furan (although the major product is CO^ ) indicates that formation 
of both maleic anhydride and furan takes place on MoO^ . Our results also 
clearly reveal that CO^  is the major product for both compounds in their 
pure state—regardless of the feed being used; but, MoO^  has a considerably 
higher activity than NiMoO^ . All this evidence suggests that the selec­
tivity for maleic anhydride is determined by competing rates for CO^  
formation and for maleic anhydride formation, which takes place on different 
catalytic sites on MoO^ . The crucial role of the specific structural 
arrangement (namely MoO^  surfaces "decorated" by NiMoO^ ) is that NiMoO^  
selectively blocks the complete oxidation sites on MoO^  and thereby alters 
the selectivity in favor of maleic anhydride. NiMoO^  acts as an inhibitor 
for complete oxidation since it is less active than MoO^ . (This is in 
addition to its role in the oxidative dehydrogenation of butene.) Due to 
our previous extensive characterization work (15), we can conclude that 
the selectivity for maleic anhydride is more strongly affected by the 
relative amounts of "decorated" and "free" MoO^  surfaces than it is affected 
by the relative amounts of NiMoO^  and MoO^ . 
The results for the three different feed materials show that regard­
less of the catalyst, furan is more reactive than butadiene which in turn 
is more reactive than butene towards oxidation. This increase in reactivity 
is much more pronounced for pure MoO^  than for pure NiMoO^ . Similarly the 
tendency for complete oxidation increases as we go from butene to butadiene 
to furan; but the increase is much more pronounced for MoO^  than for 
NiMoO^ , In fact, the increase in CO^  yield as the feed is changed from 
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butadiene to furan is much larger than can be accounted for by the increase 
in overall activity. It is also noted that the yield of furan obtained 
for pure MoO^  increases about 18 times as the feed material is changed 
from butene to butadiene. This information indicates that MoO^  is in­
capable of forming butadiene from butene in large quantities and therefore 
the furan yields in butene oxidation is extremely low; when butadiene is 
the feed material, the furan yield increases sharply. It is also clear 
that CO^  is always the major reaction product for MoO^  regardless of the 
feed material. The selectivity changes only when NiMoO^  structure covers 
MoO^  surfaces and not only provides the oxidative dehydrogenation step 
to form 1,3-butadiene, but also blocks the complete oxidation sites on 
M0O3. 
It is a well-known fact that industrial selective oxidation catalysts 
have complex, multi-phase nature, little of which is completely under­
stood. It is believed that the work presented in this series (14-16) 
provides some valuable clues for acquiring a better understanding of the 
more complex catalytic systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Although CoMoO^  is one of the more widely studied simple molybdates, 
there are still several unresolved questions related to its synthesis, 
phase transformations, and catalytic properties. 
There are several different synthetic methods for CoMoO^  which have 
appeared in the literature. The most widely applied procedure is pre­
cipitation from aqueous solutions of cobalt and molybdenum salts with 
subsequent calcination in air. The structure and composition of pre­
cipitated precursors have been investigated by several researchers. Corbet 
and Eyraud (1) studied the precursors formed when ammonium molybdate and 
ammonia were added to a boiling solution of cobalt nitrate. Two compounds 
were formed depending on the pH: a blue precipitate of composition 
CoO'MoO^ '0'9 HgO was formed at a pH < 6 and a rose-violet precipitate of 
variable composition was formed at higher pHs. The composition of this 
latter precipitate was 1.2 CoO'MoO^ * 3 H^ O at pH 8.5; the cobalt content 
increased with increasing pH. Boutry et al. (2) used ethanolamine to 
control the pH; at 4 < pH < 7, a precipitate of composition CoO-MoO^ 'tiNH^  
was obtained. At higher pH values, the Co/Mo ratio was higher than 1. 
Ashley and Mitchell (3) reversed the addition order by adding a cobalt 
nitrate solution to an ammonium paramolybdate solution. After adjusting 
the pH to 9 with ammonia, a mauve precipitate of composition 
1.06 CoO" 4.09 MoO^ * 1.78 0.61 was formed. Pezerat (4), who 
studied the precipitation of nonstoichiometric compositions, was able to 
identify three compounds: CoMoO^ 'H^ O and two compounds of variable composi-
tlo„ »lth th, general formula 
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The formation of these phases depended upon the amount of base added. 
Haber and Szelejewski (5) studied the effect of the Mo/Co molar ratio, the 
initial concentration of the reactant mixture, and the temperature on the 
composition and yield of the precipitate. Their procedure involved the 
addition of an ammonium paramolybdate solution to a stirred solution of 
cobalt nitrate maintained in the temperature range 60-75°C. Their results 
indicated that the concentration of reactants had practically no effect 
on the composition of the precipitate. The degree of cobalt conversion 
was, however, linearly dependent on the Mo/Co ratio of the reactants 
added. The Mo/Co molar ratio in the precipitate was close to 1 with a 
slight excess in molybdenum. At lower as well as higher precipitation 
temperatures, the precipitates obtained at 60°C had a composition 
CoMoO^ -H^ O. When aqueous ammonia was added to the system after the pre­
cipitation of this phase, further precipitation was observed. Haber and 
Szelejewski (5) were able to isolate two compositions, CoMoO^ (l-x)H20'xNHg 
and CoMoO^ (l-x)NH^ with 0 < x < 0.5, depending on the amount of 
ammonia being added. The precipitates obtained by this procedure gave 
violet cobalt molybdates when dried and then calcined above 400°C in air or 
oxygen (6, 7). 
Lipsch and Schuit (8) prepared cobalt molybdate by melting mixtures 
of cobalt nitrate and ammonium paramolybdate in the desired Co/Mo ratio. 
The samples were heated at 280°C to eliminate ammonium nitrate and then 
calcined. Smith (9) obtained cobalt molybdate in the form of black, shiny 
crystals, by heating stoichiometric mixtures of cobalt chloride and sodium 
molybdate at 750-800°C. Haber et al. (7, 10) and Bak et al. (11) studied 
the synthesis of cobalt molybdate by solid state reaction 
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COgO^  + 3 MoOg J 3 CoMoO^  + 1/2 0^  
which proceeds at a measurable rate near 500°C. The product contained 
two phases of cobalt molybdate. 
Cobalt molybdate is known to form three polymorphic modifications. 
The low temperature modification (b-phase or a-phase) was described by 
Smith and Ibers (12). The oxygen atoms are six-fold coordinated around 
both cations in a close-packed arrangement of distorted octahedra. How­
ever not all the octahedral holes are filled by the cations; the cations 
only occupy edge-sharing octahedra forming infinite chains parallel to the 
C direction. Each chain is surrounded by four other chains and joined to 
them by corner sharing of oxygen atoms. Both cations are displaced from 
the center of their respective octahedra resulting in a wide range of 
inter-cationic distances in the structure. 
The high temperature modification (a-phase or B-phase) was described 
by Courtine et al. (13). This phase has a crystal structure in which 
cobalt ions occupy octahedral positions whereas molybdenum ions occupy 
tetrahedral sites. The third modification appears under high pressure only. 
Haber (6) investigated and summarized the transformations of these 
phases. A cobalt molybdate precursor, obtained as a precipitate from 
cobalt nitrate and ammonium paramolybdate, loses NH^  at 280°C and H^ O at 
330°C, transforming into amorphous cobalt molybdate. This amorphous phase 
crystallizes into a-CoMoO^  above 400°C. At 930°C, a new reversible poly­
morphic transformation to a new phase a' takes place. When this phase is 
cooled to room temperature, an explosive transition to the b-phase is 
observed. If the a' phase does not form, a-CoMoO^  transforms into the b 
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phase at room temperature only after grinding. This phase change can 
easily be observed since the color changes from violet to olive green. 
The b-)-a phase transition takes place when CoMoO^  is heated above 400°C. 
The catalytic properties of cobalt molybdate have been examined by 
several researchers. Moro-oka et al. have investigated this system as a 
binary oxide catalyst of cobalt oxide and molybdenum oxide (14, 15, 16) in 
propylene oxidation. Alkhazov et al. (17) have also studied formation of 
acrylic acid from propylene on CoMoO^  catalyst and concluded that 
the catalytic activity depended on the relative concentration of the a and 
b phases. A similar conclusion was presented by Andrushkevich et al. (18) 
who studied the oxidation of acrolein using cobalt molybdate. Hartig 
(19, 20) has reported the preparation of catalysts with nonstoichiometric 
atomic ratios of molybdenum-to-cobalt and has indicated that appreciable 
yields of maleic anhydride were obtained from saturated aliphatics (C^  to 
C^ Q) when cobalt molybdate catalysts with nonstoichiometric compositions 
were used. It has also been shown by Grzybowska et al. (21-23) that 
the activity of cobalt molybdate for the selective oxidation of propylene 
and allyl iodide to acrylic acid depends on the amount of excess MoO^  
present. 
In a previous series of papers (24-27), results of our investigations 
of NiMoO^  catalysts with excess MoO^  for the selective oxidation of 
hydrocarbons to maleic anhydride have been presented. The present paper 
discusses the synthesis and characterization of CoMoO^  catalysts for 
olefin oxidation to maleic anhydride. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Catalyst Preparation 
Precipitation from aqueous solutions 
Cobalt molybdate catalysts were prepared from aqueous solutions of 
ammonium heptamolybdate (Fisher (NH^ )^ MOyO^ '^ 7 HgO) and cobalt nitrate 
(Fisher Co(N0g)2' 6 H^ O). The pHs of the solutions were controlled by 
adding ammonium hydroxide or nitric acid. The procedure previously 
described by Ozkan and Schrader (25) for preparation of nickel molybdate 
has been used; 
1. 750 ml of a 0.4 M cobalt nitrate solution were placed in a 2000 
ml four-neck, round-bottom reaction vessel. The reaction mixture was 
heated to 60°C. 
2. 750 ml of a 0.0571 ammonium heptamolybdate solution were added 
dropwise to the cobalt nitrate solution. The solution was stirred 
vigorously during this period. The temperature was kept constant at 63°C 
using a temperature controller. The pH was maintained at 6 using a pH 
controller. 
3. After four hours the precipitation mixture was filtered. 
4. The precipitate was dried in air at 110°C for 12 hours. It was 
then calcined under oxygen at 500°C for four hours. 
5. For preparations which involved incorporation of excess MoO^ , the 
order of addition was reversed such that the solution of cobalt nitrate 
was added to the ammonium heptamolybdate solution. The initial composition 
of reactants was also changed to have a molybdenum to cobalt ratio of 
larger than 1. 
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Solid state reaction 
Cobalt molybdate samples were also synthesized by solid state reaction 
which involved heating mixtures of cobalt oxide (Fisher CoO) and molybdenum 
trioxide (Fisher MoO^ ) in evacuated quartz tubes. The reaction was 
carried out at 1000°C. To incorporate excess MoO^  into samples, MoO^ /CoO 
ratios larger than 1 were used. 
Characterization Techniques 
X-ray diffraction 
X-ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained using a Picker 9-0 
x-ray diffractometer with Mo radiation, automated by a PDF 15 computer 
system. An internal standard (LiF) was used for alignment purposes. 
Laser Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectra were obtained using a Spex 1403 laser Raman spectrometer. 
The 514.3 nm line of a four-watt Spectra Physics argon ion laser was the 
primary excitation source. Approximately 200 mW of laser output at the 
source was used. A spectral resolution of 5 cm and a central slit width 
of 600 ym were maintained for all experiments. Spectra were taken using 
the backscattering mode. A Nicolet 1180E computer system was used for 
data acquisition. All spectra reported represent accumulation of scans. 
Catalysts were characterized using Raman spectroscopy before and after 
reaction. 
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Selective Oxidation Reaction Experiments 
Butane oxidation experiments were performed using a continuous-flow, 
fixed bed reactor system. The reactor and analytical systems have been 
described in detail previously (26). 
The reactor was packed with a-phase CoMoO^  and with silicon carbide 
which was used as diluent. The catalyst bed consisted of 2 grams of 
catalyst and 40 grams of SiC mixed homogeneously. Both catalyst and SiC 
particles were in the 2 mm size range. CoMoO^  particles were heated at 
500°C in oxygen after they were pressed into pellets to convert them back 
to a-phase since the application of pressure readily induced the a-^ b 
transformation. 
The reactor conditions, which were kept constant for all runs, were 
as follows: oxygen partial pressure—0.176 atm; 1-butene partial pressure— 
0.017 atm; nitrogen partial pressure—0.807 atm; volumetric flow rate of 
1-butene—1200 standard cubic centimeters/hr; total molar flow rate— 
3.15 g moles/hr; reaction temperature—480°C. 
The percent conversion for these studies is defined as 
moles of butene consumed  ^
moles of butene in feed  ^
where isomerization products are not included in the conversion. 
The percent selectivity to product A is defined as 
moles of A produced  ^— x 100% 
moles of butene consumed y 
where y is the ratio of number of C atoms in the reactant to the number 
of C atoms in the product. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Catalyst Preparation 
Pure CoMoO^  catalysts were prepared by precipitation from aqueous 
solutions of ammonium heptamolybdate and cobalt nitrate. The precipitate 
produced a violet-colored a-phase CoMoO^  upon drying and calcination. When 
the order of addition was reversed and/or an initial reactant ratio of 
Mo/Co > 1 was used, CoMoO^  catalysts with excess MoO^  were obtained. 
Solid state reaction preparations, which involved heating mixtures of 
CoO and MoO^  in evacuated quartz tubes, produced shiny, black crystals of 
b-phase CoMoO^ . 
Phase Transformations 
One of the most interesting features of CoMoO^  catalysts are the 
characteristic phase transformations. All of the phase transformations 
summarized by Haber (6) were observed during our studies. The violet-
colored CoMoO^  turned into olive green upon exertion of pressure. The 
color change is an indication of the phase change from a to b, although 
the catalyst had a-phase present depending on the amount of pressure 
exerted. As an alternate method of obtaining the b-phase, the violet-
colored a-phase samples were heated to 1000°C and then cooled down to room 
temperature. During cooling, an "explosion" was observed giving rise to 
shiny black crystals of b-phase. This material also turned green after 
grinding. It was possible to convert b-phase back to a-phase by heating 
above 400°C. 
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Characterization of Fresh Catalysts 
X-ray diffraction 
CoMoO^  catalysts which were prepared by precipitation and solid state 
techniques as well as those which went through phase transformations were 
characterized by x-ray diffraction. Figure 1 shows x-ray diffraction 
patterns of three CoMoO^  samples. The diffraction pattern shown in 
Figure Ic was obtained from a precipitated violet-colored CoMoO^  catalyst 
sample. The d-spacings correspond to those reported in the literature 
for a-phase CoMoO^  (13). The pattern given in Figure lb was obtained 
from a sample which was heated to 1000°C and which, upon cooling, went 
through an "explosive" transition. The d-spacings correspond to those 
reported for b-phase CoMoO^  by Smith (9). The pattern shown in Figure la 
was obtained from a sample which was synthesized by solid state reaction. 
It is seen that this pattern also corresponds to the b-phase of CoMoO^ . 
Laser Raman spectroscopy 
Figure 2 shows a comparison of Raman spectra for pure MoO^  (2a), pure 
CoMoO^  (a-phase) (2c), and CoMoO^  (a-phase) which contains excess MoO^  
(2b). It is seen that the CoMoO^  sample which contains excess MoO^  has 
Raman bands corresponding to either MoO^  or CoMoO^ . 
Figure 3 shows a comparison of Raman spectra for CoMoO^  samples pre­
pared by solid state reaction (3a) and a CoMoO^  sample which went through 
a^ b phase transformation (3b). Raman spectra support the evidence 
presented by x-ray diffraction technique and shows that solid state 
reaction gives rise to the b-phase of CoMoO^ . It is also noted that a and 
b phases have different Raman spectral features (Figure 2c and Figure 3b) 
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Figure 1. Comparison of x-ray diffraction patterns for 
a. -CoMoO^  (solid state) 
b. CoMoO^  "b" phase (precipitation) 
c. CoMoO^  "a" phase (precipitation) 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Raman spectra for 
a. MoO^  
b. CoMoO^  with excess MoO^  (a-phase) 
c. CoMoO^  (a-phase) 
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of b-phase CoMoO^  
a. Prepared by solid state reaction 
b. Prepared by a->b transformation 
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due to their different crystalline structure as well as the difference in 
the coordination of molybdenum ion. 
Selectivity and Activity Measurements 
for 1-Butene Oxidation 
Selectivity and activity measurements were performed for 1-butene 
oxidation using CoMoO^ . Studies were conducted using the a-phase of 
CoMoO^ , prepared by precipitation. Selectivity measurements with pure 
CoMoO^  showed that this catalyst was completely nonselective for maleic 
anhydride formation. The major reaction product was CO^ . However, for 
catalysts containing excess MoO^ , maleic anhydride became the main reaction 
product with a selectivity of 47.8%. Table 1 shows comparison of selectiv-
ities for pure CoMoO^  and CoMoO^  with excess MoO^ . 
Post Reaction Characterization of the Catalysts 
After reaction, catalysts were cooled to room temperature while the 
feed gas mixture continued to flow through the reactor. Following reaction. 
Table 1. Selectivity of CoMoO^  (variation in excess MoO^ ) 
CoMoO. 4 CoMoO, with excess MoO_ 4 3 
(precipitation) (precipitation) 
1,3-butadiene 
furan 
maleic anhydride 
44.8 
1.5 
11.3 
47.8 
1.4 
47.7 2 6 . 6  
% conversion 44.5 73.2 
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catalyst particles had the same violet color as the fresh catalysts. No 
attrition of the catalyst particles was observed. CoMoO^  catalysts were 
characterized with Raman spectroscopy following reaction. Figure 4 shows 
spectra of a-phase CoMoO^  catalysts before (4a) and after reaction (4b). 
It is seen that no phase transformation has occurred during reaction. 
There is no shift in any Raman bands. It is also noted that relative 
ratio of CoMoO, bands to MoO„ bands has remained the same. 4 3 
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of a-phase CoMoO^  
a. before reaction 
b. after reaction 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Synthesis studies of CoMoO^  system have shown that pure CoMoO^  can 
be prepared by both precipitation and solid state reaction techniques. 
Preparation by precipitation gives rise to a-phase CoMoO^  whereas b-phase 
is obtained as a result of solid state synthesis. The a->b phase trans­
formation can be achieved either by exerting pressure or by heating the 
catalyst above 920°C and cooling to room temperature. The reverse 
transformation b->-a can be achieved by heating the b phase above 400°C. 
It has also been established that excess MoO^  can be incorporated 
into CoMoO^  catalysts by both precipitation and solid state reaction 
techniques. Raman characterization studies have shown that CoMoO^  
catalysts with excess MoO^  had only CoMoO^  and MoO^  bands. The Raman 
spectra have no indication of any other compound being formed or any change 
in crystal structure. 
Butene oxidation studies have revealed a very important characteristic 
of CoMoO^  catalysts which is the dramatic change observed in its catalytic 
behavior by incorporation of excess MoO^ . Pure CoMoO^  is completely non­
selective for maleic anhydride. Most of its catalytic activity is towards 
complete oxidation. It is also noted that it is capable of oxidatively 
dehydrogenating 1-butene to 1,3-butadiene. CoMoO^  with excess MoO^  on the 
other hand shows a high selectivity for maleic anhydride. The tendency 
for complete oxidation is much lower. The production of 1,3-butadiene is 
also lower for CoMoO^  samples with excess MoO^ . 
In a series of articles, we have reported results of investigations 
on NiMoO^  catalysts containing excess MoO^  for selective oxidation of 
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hydrocarbons to maleic anhydride (26-29). Studies on CoMoO^  seem to 
complement the results obtained for the NiMoO^  system. Our results 
suggest that both systems show a similar catalytic performance for the 
oxidation of hydrocarbons to maleic anhydride. They both are non­
selective for maleic anhydride in pure form, showing a propensity for 
complete oxidation. Similar to NiMoO^ , CoMoO^  is also capable of 
converting butene to butadiene. When excess MoO^  is present, the 
catalytic behavior changes emphatically with a sudden rise in maleic 
anhydride selectivity and a drop in CO^  selectivity. It seems very likely 
that a-phase CoMoO^ , which has a crystalline structure similar to a-NiMoO^ , 
undertakes the same multifunctional role that NiMoO^  system has by 
1) providing the sites essential for the butene to butadiene oxidative 
dehydrogenation step and 2) selectively blocking complete oxidation sites 
on MoO^ . These CoMoO^  studies also support the evidence advanced by 
NiMoO^  investigations about the reaction scheme and the reaction inter­
mediates involved in maleic anhydride formation. Similar to NiMoO^  
studies, the main reaction products besides maleic anhydride and CO^  are 
butadiene and furan; both have been suggested as reaction pathway inter­
mediates. Maleic anhydride formation and CO^  formation seem to be the two 
competing reactions which determine the level of selectivity to maleic 
anhydride. The sharp increase in maleic anhydride selectivity is accom­
panied by an equally pronounced decrease in CO^  selectivity. 
Another important conclusion to be drawn from CoMoO^  investigations 
is that the a-phase is stable under reaction conditions and the b-phase 
(or the tetrahedral coordination of molybdenum ion found in b-phase) plays 
no catalytic role at the reaction conditions used in this study, since 
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the b-phase is transformed back to the a-phase above 400°C. Our post-
reaction characterization studies have clearly shown that the a-phase 
modification was preserved through the reaction. 
When combined with studies on NiMoO^  catalysts, investigations on 
CoMoO^  system provide valuable information about catalytic behavior of 
simple molybdates containing excess MoO^  as well as the reaction scheme 
for the selective oxidation of hydrocarbons to maleic anhydride. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
In this research NiMoO^  and CoMoO^  selective oxidation catalysts with 
excess MoO^  have been investigated in regard to their catalytic performance 
in hydrocarbon conversion to maleic anhydride. Routes have been estab­
lished for the synthesis of pure molybdates; incorporation of excess MoO^  
into these catalysts have been accomplished using three different prepara­
tion techniques, namely, precipitation, solid state reaction and impreg­
nation. Extensive characterization of the catalysts has been performed 
using complementary instrumentation techniques such as surface area 
measurements, x-ray fluorescence, x-ray diffraction, laser Raman 
spectroscopy, Raman microprobe spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, 
energy dispersive x-ray analyzer, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 
It has been shown that these catalysts exhibit a two-phase nature with 
distinct particles of NiMoO^  and MoO^  existing together. The formation 
of a solid solution or the formation of new nickel- (or cobalt-) 
molybdenum-oxygen compounds have been shown not to occur. Characterization 
investigations have indicated that a specific state of association of the 
particles was crucial: the surface of MoO^  crystallites were covered or 
"decorated" with NiMoO,. 
4 
Kinetic investigations have been performed on these catalytic systems 
using a continuous, fixed bed integral reactor system for selective 
oxidation of C^  hydrocarbons to maleic anhydride. Butene oxidation studies 
have shown that pure MoO^  and pure NiMoO^  are completely nonselective for 
maleic anhydride formation whereas catalysts which contain excess MoO^  
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have a high selectivity for maleic anhydride which is accompanied by a 
sharp drop in CO^  selectivity. This trend has been observed in all 
catalysts with excess MoO^  regardless of the preparation technique. It 
has been clearly established that the specific arrangement between MoO^  
and NiMoO^  (i.e. NiMoO^  covering MoO^  crystallite surfaces) is essential 
for maleic anhydride selectivity. Selective oxidation studies using 
possible reaction intermediates (butadiene and furan) as the reactant 
feed have provided further evidence for this conclusion. 
These investigations have also indicated that oxidative dehydrogenation 
of butene to butadiene takes place on NiMoO^ . Both MoO^  and NiMoO^  have 
the highest selectivity for CO^  formation, but MoO^  has a much higher 
activity. MoO^  has separate catalytic sites capable of forming either 
CO^  or maleic anhydride. The role of the NiMoO^  "decoration" on the 
MoO^  crystallites is to block complete oxidation sites selectively and 
thereby change the selectivity in favor of maleic anhydride. Post-reaction 
characterization studies by laser Raman spectroscopy, Raman microprobe 
spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and scanning electron 
microscopy and catalyst stability investigations have revealed that the 
catalyst is stable for prolonged reaction times. 
CoMoO^  catalysts with excess MoO^  have exhibited an identical 
catalytic behavior by providing a dramatic increase in maleic anhydride 
selectivity with the incorporation of excess MoO^ . 
Recommendations for Future Work 
Simple molybdate catalysts with excess MoO^  have proved to be complex, 
multi-phase systems with catalytic performance strikingly different than 
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those of the individual components. In addition to providing some valuable 
clues which would help the fundamental understanding of more complicated 
industrial catalytic systems, the present work also points out several 
directions that can be taken for future work. The following are some 
specific suggestions that would be helpful in further investigation of 
similar catalytic systems in selective oxidation of hydrocarbons to 
maleic anhydride. 
1. In situ Raman spectroscopy investigations should be performed. 
These experiments can reveal changes (if any) taking place in the catalyst 
under reaction conditions. 
18 2. 0 , labelling should be used in in situ Raman spectroscopy 
experiments using 1-butene and reaction intermediates (1,3-butadiene, 
furan) as feed to determine the active component of the catalyst and to 
acquire a better understanding of the job distribution among catalytic 
components. 
3. Pulsed reaction studies of 1-butene oxidation with and without 
Og in the feed mixture should be performed. Post-reaction characterization 
of the catalyst can provide information about the catalytic component 
responsible for oxygen insertion to the hydrocarbon molecule. 
4. Single crystal studies should be performed on MoO^  to identify 
selective oxidation and complete oxidation sites. Catalytic behavior of 
different crystal faces of MoO^  should be compared. 
5. Reactor experiments should be performed on impregnated MoO^  
catalysts by varying the concentration of the impregnating component. 
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6. Calcination processes should be further investigated to study 
the formation of 'the NiMoO^  surface coverage on MoO^  crystallites. 
7. The catalytic activity and selectivity of MoO^  impregnated with 
other compounds which are isomorphic with NiMoO^  and CoMoO^  should be 
investigated. 
8. Kinetic studies should be performed in 1-butene oxidation to 
establish the effect of reaction parameters (temperature, oxygen, and 
hydrocarbon partial pressure, space velocity) on catalytic performance. 
9. Maleic anhydride should be fed to the reactor as feed material 
to investigate its further oxidation to CO^ . 
10. Excess MoO^  catalysts as well as the individual components of 
those catalysts should be used in butane oxidation experiments to examine 
their catalytic performance in the selective oxidation of paraffins. 
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APPENDIX 
Operation of the Analytical System 
A four-column gas chromatograph having two flame ionization and one 
thermal conductivity detectors and three heated sampling valves was used 
for analyzing feed and product streams. A diagram of the analytical 
system has been presented in Section III. The separation and quantitative 
analysis of all components existing in the product stream was extremely 
difficult; and a temperature-programmed separation procedure was required. 
The gas chromatograph had five different columns: 
Al) A column packed with Porapak Q to separate hydrocarbons, CO^ , 
water and air (0^ , N^ , CO in one peak) and to be used with thermal 
conductivity detector. 
A2) A column packed with molecular sieve 5A to separate O^ , 
and CO. This column was connected in series to the Porapak Q column. 
It was possible to bypass this column and to isolate certain components 
in it using an isolation valve. 
B) A column packed with Chromosorb PAW SE 30 to be used as a reference 
for thermal conductivity detector. 
C) A column packed with Carbopack B/5% carbowax 20M to separate C^  
olefins, furan, crotonaldehyde, and maleic anhydride. 
D) A column packed with Carbopack C/19% picric acid to separate 
butane, 1-butene, cis- and trans-2-butene, 1,3-butadiene and furan. 
The first four columns were placed inside the gas chromatograph area 
while the fifth column was placed outside the oven and was kept at a 
constant temperature of 60°C. Helium was used as the carrier gas at a 
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flow rate of 350 cc/min. Air flow rate and hydrogen flow rate were 350 
cc/min and 35 cc/min, respectively. 
The separation process consists of the following steps: 
Cool down the gas chromatograph oven to 30°C. 
Direct the stream to be analyzed to the first sampling 
valve. 
t=0 Introduce sample to the Porapak Q column by switching 
the first sampling valve. 
Start the first integrator. 
Direct the stream to the second sampling valve. 
t=l min Introduce the sample to the Carbopack B column by switching 
the second sampling valve. 
Start the second integrator. 
Direct the stream to the third sampling valve. 
t=2 min Introduce sample to the Carbopack C column by switching 
the third sampling valve. 
Start the third integrator. 
t=2 min 45 sec Switch the isolation valve so that CO are 
isolated in the molecular sieve column. 
t=4 min 50 sec Start heating the gas chromatograph oven (final temperature 
is 180°C). 
t=20 min Cool down the gas chromatograph oven to 65°C. 
Stop the first integrator. 
t=28 min Switch the isolation valve to allow elution of 0„, N 
and CO. 
t=40 min Stop the second integrator. 
t=45 min Stop the third integrator. 
The raw areas reported by the integrators were related to the con­
centrations of the respective components in the mixture. The concentrations 
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were calculated from the raw peak areas using relative response factors 
which were obtained from mixtures of known concentrations. For analyses 
with thermal conductivity detector, response factors were calculated 
relative to nitrogen; for flame ionization detector analyses, they were 
calculated relative to 1-butene. For example, the amount (concentration) 
of species b in a mixture is calculated by the relationship 
% - f ^ ^ 
a b 
where = moles of species b 
N = moles of standard a 
a 
= raw peak area of species b 
A = raw peak area of standard a 
a 
f^  = molar response factor of species b relative to a 
f^  = molar response factor of standard a which is unity by definition. 
Table 1 lists response factors relative to 1-butene and nitrogen. 
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Table 1. Response factors relative to 1-butene and nitrogen^  
Species Response factor 
relative to 1-butene 
butane 1.10 
cis-2-butene 1.00 
trans-2-butene 1.00 
1,3-butadiene 1.10 
furan 0.90 
maleic anhydride 0.35 
Species Response factor 
relative to nitrogen 
C, olefins 4 2.50 
1.70 
1.40 
CO 0.50 
